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A B S T R A C T
Efforts have been made to catalogue, describe and illustrate 
the ostracodes of the Stone City beds and to determine their interrela­
tionships with the Stone City sediments.
Samples collected from the type locality of the Stone City 
beds, Burleson County, Texas, yielded forty-six species of ostracodes 
which are found to be distributed between twenty genera, seven sub­
families and three families. Of thirty-one species illustrated, twenty 
are described as new. Two new genera are erected. Descriptions of four 
species are lacking because of scarcity of specimens. Where adequate 
numbers of specimens are present, sexual dimorphism is indicated. The 
taxonomic position of the new genera is uncertain, and therefore they 
are not placed within subfamily categories.
An interformational range chart illustrates the gross rela­
tionship of ostracode species in the Stone City beds to those in the un­
derlying Reklaw and Queen City formations and in the overlying Cook 
Mountain formation. Specific ranges of species in respect to the 
lithologies of the Stone City beds are graphically shown in an intra- 
formational range chart. Seventeen species of ostracodes are restricted 
to the Stone City beds.
Changes in sedimentation without significant change in sea 




The fauna concentrated in the -glauconite lithotope, in con­
trast with the almost total absence of fauna in the shale lithotope, 
produces faunal breaks which are artificial.
Conditions governing sedimentation are reflected by the bi­
ological series. Together the fauna and the sediments suggest an alter­
nation of open shore, inner neritic or lagoonal conditions alternating 
with tidal flat and marsh environments.
Lack of distinct bedding in the glauconite sequence is proba­
bly attributable to reworking of the bottom by burrowing animals.
Shales rarely carry ostracode species except when glauconitic 
materials are nearby or where borings are present. Absence of ostra­
codes in the shale lithotgpe, except at these horizons, is suspected to 
be the result of reworking of glauconitic sediments. Contamination from 
boring probably accounts for introduction of the exotic glauconite sedi­




Seaward-dipping Cenozoic beds are found cropping out roughly 
parallel to the coast from New Jersey to the Yucatan Peninsula. Inland, 
long, narrow, parallel belts of Cretaceous and Tertiary strata encircle 
the Gulf of Mexico from Florida to Mexico. These strata extend north of 
Florida to form the northernmost segment of the belted outcrop region.
From northern Florida westward, the parallel belts ringing the Gulf as 
far as Yucatan combine to form an arcuate homoclinal series of seaward- 
dipping strata. This curved feature comprises the major, regional struc­
ture encircling the Gulf of Mexico.
Along the northernmost edge of the Gulf, the sedimentary wedge 
thickens seaward. It Is often referred to as the Gulf Coast Geosyncline. 
Along the eastern and central parts of the northern limb of the geosyn­
cline, only the crustal downwarps of the Rio Grande, East Texas, 
Mississippi, and Southwest Georgia embayments interrupt the normal homo­
clinal and usually seaward dip. Within this belted area, the Middle 
Eocene or Claiborne sediments comprise a series of rhythmical deposits.
The several lithic units of the group represent both marine and nonmarine 
phases. Along the margin of the Gulf, the predominantly nonmarine sand­
stones almost everywhere exhibit a series of infacing, sand-capped scarps.
Between scarps, the intercuesta lowlands consist of the softer, 
glauconite-hearing marine marls, clays and shales underlying the stream 
valleys. These beds appear as belts of almost flat-lying strata wrapped 
around the bases of the low-lying sand-capped hills.
Marine depositional phases of the Claiborne are chiefly rep­
resented by the Reklaw, Weches, Stone City and Cook Mountain stratigraphdc 
units. Each carries abundant, well-preserved and easily accessible 
megafauna and microfauna. In Texas, these lithic units represent the 
marine deposits of the several Claiborne depositional cycles. Similar 
faunas in Middle Eocene beds serve to identify equivalent formations 
throughout the coastal plains from New Jersey to Mexico. Claiborne sedi­
ments, where present, are generally composed of thick complex marine and 
nonmarine strata. The several lithic units consist of interdigitated, 
fossiliferous, glauconitic marls, brown shales, loose unconsolidated 
sands, massive sandstones, clays, marls, silty shales and occasionally 
calcareous lentils or buhrstones. In this rather complete sequence of 
Tertiary strata, the Middle Eocene rocks present facies changes showing 
a varied sedimentary and faunal succession.
Although many aspects of the coastal plain faunas are known, 
detailed biostratigraphic information pertaining to beds of Claiborne 
age is scarce. Consequently, much remains to be done in describing and 
elucidating the stratigraphy and micropaleontology of these Middle Eocene 
strata.
The Stone City beds of the Claiborne group contain a micro­
fauna of concern to Tertiary stratigraphers and paleontologists.
Knowledge of the stratigraphic distribution of the Stone City bstracodes
is nonexistent, although in the marine elements ostracodes .-occur abund­
antly. Stone City beds crop out along prominent rivers and their tribu­
taries and are traceable from Atascosa County in southwestern Texas to 
the Sabine River at the Texas-Louisiana boundary. These exceptional 
exposures provide ample opportunity for collection and detailed observa­
tion. The consistent appearance of ostracode populations in adequate 
numbers of individuals and species facilitates an improved evaluation of 
the complex stratigraphic relationships.
Purpose of the Investigation
Of the many well-preserved organisms in rocks of the Claiborne 
Group, the subclass Ostracoda accounts for a considerable part. Because 
of the abundance, widespread occurrence, and distribution of these micro­
scopic forms, both in outcrop and subsurface, many have already been 
described. The nature of this study is threefold. The first part is a 
taxonomic and descriptive discussion of the ostracode fauna of the Stone 
City beds. It is the first detailed account to record and discuss this 
entire faunal aspect. Following this account is a stratigraphic range 
chart by which the stratigraphic significance of the Stone City ostracode 
thanatocoenose is illustrated. Finally, it is hoped that some new light 
will be shed by the biological series on the circumstances which directly 
bear on sedimentation.
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Geographic Location of Area Studied
The area investigated is a prominent bluff located in Burleson 
County, Texas, on the right bank of the Brazos River at the bridges of 
the State Highway 21 (Bryan-Caldwell road) and of the Southern Pacific 
Railroad, eleven miles west of the center of Bryan, Brazos County, Texas. 
The bluff is presently referred to as Stone City Bluff, although Stone 
City is a small settlement across the river at the end of the old ferry 
road in Brazos County.
The locality visited and sampled is marked by a large arrow on 
the topographic reference map (Figure 1).
Limits of the Stratigraphic Investigation
------------ — ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5
Whereas the present paper proposes to represent the Stone City 
ostracode fauna, the detailed stratigraphic investigation is limited to 
the Stone City Bluff outcrop. This surface locality is sufficiently 
complete vertically to provide stratigraphic control necessary for bio- 
stratigraphic analysis. (Figure 2)
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CHAPTER II
FIELD AND PALEONTOLDGIC PROCEDURES
Many of the procedures followed in this study require simpli­
fication, explanation and in some cases definition. The following 
remarks set forth these procedures in detail.
Collection of Samples
The material which forms the basis of this paleontologie and 
stratigraphic study was collected from a single outcrop at Stone City 
Bluff.
In collecting from the Stone City beds, one or more sacks of 
material weighing in excess of one pound were obtained from each repre­
sentative lithic unit. Care was exercised to obtain unleached material 
characteristic of the bed being sampled.
At each locality, individual samples were carefully sacked 
and labeled. Specific data were recorded which included location, 
stratigraphic position and additional pertinent remarks.
Outcrop samples were taken as continuously as conditions would 
permit. For example, beds which attained a maximum thickness of no more 
than ten feet and throughout consisted of the same lithic character were 
collected at three positions. The first and stratigraphically highest 
level collected was immediately beneath the uppermost contact of the 
thick uniform section, and then from a lower level directly above
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the lowermost contact of the ted the second and third representative 
samples of material were sacked. Since teds seldom attained a greater 
thickness than ten feet, no more than three samples were obtained from 
any continuous lithic unit. From teds no thicker than one foot, only two 
levels, an upper and a lower, were usually collected. Only one sack of 
material was taken from most teds of lesser thickness. In many in­
stances, composite rock types were obtained by continuously trenching 
an outcrop if the lithic unit was of uniform character throughout. If 
lithic character showed the slightest variation, each separate rock type 
was sampled.
[french or channel samples were utilized primarily for checking 
the general faunal aspect of the thicker lithic units from which continu­
ous stratigraphic samples had already teen taken.
laboratory Technique
Sample Preparation.- About one pint of each of the rock sam­
ples taken from outcrop was washed, dried and prepared for examination. 
With the toughest rock samples, the Howe "Jetomatic" sample washing 
device was used for disintegration. With other hard or indurated samples, 
each was first thoroughly dried and partially crushed into pieces about 
the size of bread crumbs. With soft, less indurated rock types, e.g., 
muds and silt stones, a few hours of soa-king in water softened the mate­
rial sufficiently to permit final preparation. In a few samples, deter­
gents facilitated rapid desegregation, but no other chemical treatment 
was utilized during the washing process..
9
Wet sieving of disintegrated samples through series of lyler 
screens mechanically removed clay-size particles, very fine sands and 
other mineral elements. The cleansed residue concentrates of glauconite, 
siliceous mineral grains, pyrite and associated fauna remaining on the 
Tyler 200-mesh screen (.07 microns) were retained for study. Fractions 
less than .07 microns in diameter were discarded.
To facilitate working with the microfauna, dried and washed 
remainders of each sample were separated from their associated mineral 
residue by carbon tetrachloride or bromoform flotation. In some samples, 
glauconite, chamosite and other iron minerals were removed by electro­
magnetic methods. At the conclusion of such treatment, only the concen­
trated float fraction remained for examination. To facilitate picking, 
dried samples were again mechanically divided with Tyler screens into 
three grades, coarse, medium and fine.
Slide Preparation.- From the pint sample concentrate, ostracode 
specimens were sorted and picked under the binocular microscope. Semi- 
quantitative results of the ostracode thanatocoenose were obtained by 
determining the relative abundance of each species in each sample. State 
of preservation guided the estimate of relative abundance. Next, repre­
sentative specimens of each species were sorted from every sample and 
then mounted permanently in individual, numbered holes of sixty-hole pre- 
gummed microscope slides. The number of specimens mounted in an individ­
ual square of the assemblage slides then graphically illustrated the 
estimated relative abundance of a particular species at the stratigraphic 
level of the sample, in accordance with the following scale of abundance:
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1 specimen very rare
2 specimens rare
3 specimens uncommon
4 specimens present in appreciable numbers
5 specimens common
6 specimens abundant
7 specimens or more flood (epidemic)
Staining.- To bring forth surficial detail without permanently
altering or destroying surface features, especially of ornate specimens 
of ostracodes, it became necessary to develop a process of staining the 
carapace. After much experimentation the application of green food 
coloring stain brought forth considerable detail hitherto concealed.
The green stain was applied to all the specimens figured in 
this paper. The staining process developed specifically for use in this 
study has been fully described in detail in the Journal of Paleontology.1
Measurement of Species.- Carapaces taken for measurement are 
figured specimens and represent what the author considers, in all re­
spects, to be a typically average type.
Identification of Species
First, a preliminary examination of the species and varieties 
present on each of the picked faunal assemblage slides was undertaken.
1R. L. Artusy and J. C. Artusy, "The Use of Food Coloring as a 
New Technique for Staining Microfossils," Journal of Paleontology, XXX 
(1956), 969-970.
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Next, every recognizable species was isolated. One or more individuals 
considered to be characteristic representatives of each particular 
species were placed upon a separate "type" slide for comparison, study 
and figuring. Individual species were then designated by number and 
referred to the master key reference collection.
Whenever specimens were abundant, the specimen selected to rep­
resent a particular species was a generalized or an average form. Ihere- 
fore, such specimens selected as the reference types embrace a rather 
wide range of slightly variable morphology. As a result, some species 
represent complexes of valid subjective species which may later be sev­
erally split. Doubtless, further study of the various minute structures 
of the ostracode carapace will reveal other differences of taxonomic 
significance.
Identification of reference collection species was accomplished 
by actual comparisons of all collected type specimens with holotypes, 
cotypes and paratypes in the collections of the University of Illinois and 
the U.S. National Museum, and the Henry V. Howe Collection at Louisiana 
State University. By working with primary types or from correctly iden­
tified specimens, geographic variation was eliminated as a complicating 
factor. For those remaining species which did not exactly correspond 
with any of these types, further comparisons were made with the published 
literature including all monographic studies and other works relating 
to Middle Eocene ostracode faunas. Many described species were so poorly 
illustrated in the literature tha-t̂ without type material, accurate iden­
tification was impossible.
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As far as practicable, every form previously described in the 
literature was assigned its proper specific name. Those remaining spe­
cies not corresponding with described types or which could not be located 
in the published literature were assumed to be new. Where two or more 
specimens of these were available, they were considered to be valid new 
species. Each new species was carefully described and its differences 
noted.
Where poor preservation or insufficient specimens made-full 
description of a species impossible, each was, nevertheless, figured and 
included in the plates.
Because geologic chronology and paleoecology are so dependent 
upon proper identification of key fossil species, those species sus­
pected of having ecological or stratigraphic significance were painstak­
ingly restudied and reidentified.
The taxonomy of Howe was followed throughout the study.
Illustrations
The reference type specimen or specimens for each species was 
figured. Normally, where whole specimens were available, three views 
were prepared--a side or lateral view, a dorsal view, and an anterior end 
view.
The writer*s wife, Jane Artusy, drew the figures. Prelimary 
camera lucida outlines were made to scale, and then drawings were com­
pleted freehand.
Depository of Hypes
The type specimens of ostracode species figured are deposited 
in the Henry V. Howe Collection at Louisiana State University and hear 
accession numbers of Louisiana State University.
Frequency Range Chart
The semiquantitative data obtained from the faunal assemblage 
slides appear on the graphic-statistical range chart (Table II, p.43). The 
main purpose of the check list chart is to illustrate the distribution 
of species. The completed range chart graphically illustrates the ver­
tical distribution of the teil-zone of each species present. The rela­
tionship extant between the fauna and the lithic units form the basis for 
stratigraphic and paleoecologic inferences. Therefore, the purpose of 
the range chart is to provide data of a biostratigraphic, lithostrati- 
graphic. and! time-stratigraphic nature.
Extending horizontally across the top of the range chart, the 
vertical geologic section of the Stone City Bluff locality is graphically 
depicted. Individual thicknesses of the main lithic units are repre­
sented to scale. On the range chart (Table II), the highest and youngest 
part of the geologic section is plotted in the upper left corner, whereas 
the lowest and oldest part of the section is placed at the upper right. 
Adjacent to this columnar section and beneath each lithology the strati­
graphic placement of collecting stations is recorded. The names of the 
genera and species are arranged in a column along the left side of the 
chart. Genera and species appear only in their exact order of
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stratigraphic appearance. To the right of each species name, a hori­
zontal bar of varying width graphically illustrates the relative abundance 
or frequency of occurrence and stratigraphic position of the species 
through the principal lithic units. Relative width of the line was de­
fined by an estimated count of individuals from a given concentrate. 
Beneath each lithic unit, the length of the horizontal line illustrates 
the total range of the species at that particular horizon. The total 
length of all of the horizontal lines represents the local range limits 
or the teil-zone of the species. Such range charts, therefore, indicate 
for a given locality the span of time during which a particular assem­
blage of species existed. Such faunal data graphically contrasted with 
the lithic units of a section reveals the important faunal lithic rela­
tionships.
CHAPTER III
HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF GULF AND ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
EOCENE OSTRACODE MICROPALEONTOLOGY
Coastal Plain ostracode studies provide information of taxo­
nomic importance but of limited stratigraphic significance. In the 
present study the ostracode aspect is of primary interest. For that 
reason the previous investigations in only this field have been reviewed. 
The following tabulation lists only Eocene literature pertaining to the 
ostracode micropaleontology of the Gulf and Atlantic Coastal Provinces.
Gulf Coastal Plain; Meyer (1887), Cushman (1925), Stadnichenko 
(1927), Howe (1934), Howe and Garrett (1934), Howe and Chambers (1935), 
Howe (1936), Stephenson (1936), Stephenson (1937), Murray (1938), Stephen­
son (1938), Gooch (1939), Martin (1939), Sutton and Williams (1939),
Sutton and Williams (1940), Stephenson (1941a, 1941b), Murray and Hussey 
(1942), Bergquist (1942), Stephenson (1942a, 1942b), Kline (1943), Stephen­
son (1944), Stephenson (1945), Stephenson (1946), Stephenson (1947),
Blake (1950), Sexton (1951), Howe (1951), -ahd Hill (1954).
Atlantic Coastal Plain: Berry (1925), Schmidt (1948), Swain
(1946), Swain (1948) and Swain (1951).
From the tabulation above, it is obvious that published data 
on coastal plain ostracodes of the Eocene have appeared intermittently 
since the late nineteenth century. Earliest mention of this particular 
faunal aspect appeared when two doubtful Claiborne species were figured
15
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by Otto Meyer in his "Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Fauna des Alttertiars von 
Mississippi und Alabama" (1887). Almost forty years later the next paper 
appeared and then Cushman (1925), in a study of "An Eocene Fauna from 
the Moctezuma River, Mexico" reported on a number of marine species of 
Middle Eocene ostracodes. Maria M. Stadnichenko (1927) described the 
first assemblage of ostracodes of definite Claiborne age from the United 
States. This sporadic beginning ended with Howe's paper (1934) which in­
cluded species assignable to the genus Cytherelloidea. Some of these 
are of Claiborne age. Since Howe's paper was written, work on ostracodes 
has been intensified almost continuously and there have been many papers 
dealing primarily with the taxonomic aspect of the Claiborne ostracode 
fauna. Close inspection shows that most of these papers were written 
either by Professor Henry V. Howe or his students. They reveal his in­
fluence upon coastal plain microfaunal studies.
During the past twenty-two years, more than fifteen of these 
papers were written by Morton B. Stephenson. This series of papers has 
included much pertinent taxonomic and descriptive data concerning the 
Eocene Ostracoda. Whereas most of these papers deal primarily with mor­
phology and nomenclature of the Cytheridea group, no fewer than five 
papers direct attention to a Claiborne ostracode fauna.
At least two of Stephenson's later papers contribute detailed 
surveys of a particular Middle Eocene faunal aspect. Both reports were 
based upon studies made in the Texas section and were devoted to cata­
loguing and describing the indigenous Ostracoda. The first publication 
was a study of the Reklaw ostracode fauna (1944), whereas the second and
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more extensive Claiborne investigation was a generalized survey of the 
Weches Ostracoda (1946). The latter expanded and complemented the 
earlier investigation of the Weches made by Sutton and Williams (1939). 
A large part of the Claiborne ostracode fauna was included in these two 
studies.
Stephenson's significant demonstration of the superiority of 
a detailed study of a particular faunal aspect from a complete outcrop 
section is in marked contrast to a similar study made only from grab 
samples.
No papers are presently available that deal comprehensively 




Extending inland for some distance from the strand lines of the 
Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean, almost flat-lying Plio-Pleistocene 
coastal terraces laterally merge to form broad, flat, coastal prairies. 
Prairie plains abruptly terminate some miles inland, where a series of 
infacing Eocene escarpments and seaward dipping slopes form undulating 




GENERAL STRATIGRAPHIC RESUME OF THE CLAIBORNE GROUP
Numerous stratigraphic subdivisions based upon the lithic and 
faunal character of the Middle Eocene Claiborne strata hav„e already been 
proposed and have assumed a place in Gulf and Atlantic Coastal Province 
literature. Many of the lithic units appearing in the Claiborne out- 
drop belt are now types utilized as standards of reference for both 
surface and subsurface correlation.
Whereas Claiborne deposits contain a sufficient number of cos­
mopolitan organisms to permit reasonably detailed correlation, some 
lack of agreement still exists between correlation based upon forami- . 
nifera and other invertebrates.
Practicing geologists and stratigraphers dealing with Coastal 
Plain stratigraphy have combined to contribute a reasonably lucid and 
accurate picture of the Middle Eocene section. As a result, correlation 
of the marine units of the Claiborne Group, the Reklaw, Weches, Stone 
City, Cook Mountain and their lateral equivalents have, in a general way, 
become reasonably well established. The general stratigraphic relations 
are not in doubt, but much uncertainty remains regarding precise inter­
regional correlation. Especially vague are relations between stratigra­




Uncertainty of correlation is attributed to the discontinuity 
of coastal province outcrops, lateral variation of the sediments and 
the need for additional detailed stratigraphic and faunal data. Unfor­
tunately, stratigraphic studies of the Claiborne are for the most part 
restricted to discontinuous and widely separated outcrops. The Stone 
City beds represent one of the few Claiborne exceptions. Before the 
intraformational stratigraphy can be completely unravelled, much addi­
tional faunal detail must be provided from additional sections.
A stratigraphic summary representing present opinion is set 
forth graphically in Table I. The nomenclature presented represents the 
basic stratigraphic terminology followed in this study. Because the 
summary is generalized, it is at least accurate in most of the major 
concepts. There may be differences of opinion regarding points of minor 
detail. Doubtless, further stratigraphic studies will effect some re­
vision, but certainly the general stratigraphic sequence is correct.
Stratigraphic Relationships 
of the Stone City Beds
Claiborne sediments are recognizable in outcrop as far south­
east as Atascosa County, and they are traceable from there across Texas 
northeastward where they extend beyond the Sabine River at the Texas- 
Louisiana boundary.
Major marine and nonmarine unconformities provide identifiable, 
interformational reference planes to delineate much of the Coastal Plain 
Eocene section. The following are regionally significant and serve to
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clarify the position of the several Claiborne members:
Jackson Group Jackson Group
Major Marine Disconformity 
Cook Mountain-Yegua Unit 
Major Marine Disconformity 
Sparta-Stone City Unit 
Major Uonmarine Disconformity
Claiborne Group Winona-Weches-Therrill Unit
Major Marine Disconformity 
Tallaha11a-Reklaw-Queen City Unit 
Major Marine Disconformity 
Meridian-Carrizo Unit 
Major Marine Disconformity
Wilcox Group Wilcox Group
The vertical sequence of the Claiborne formations and its mem­
bers has almost everywhere been clearly established. Lithic dissimilarity 
along the strike complicates the precise interregional correlation of 
several intraformational members. Through the organization of such mem­
bers into biozones based on microfossils, the nomenclature can be clari­
fied, and some of the lateral relationships of the lesser stratigraphic 
units resolved. Agreement between the stratigraphic sequence and the 
ostracode faunas would aid the solution of many current correlation prob­
lems. This is especially true of the Middle Eocene units of rank less 
than formation.
In 1936, Stenzel demonstrated that three stratigraphic units of 
Claiborne age, the Wheelock member of the Cook Mountain, the Stone City 
beds and the Sparta formation were exposed in a single continuous section 
at Stone City Bluff in Burleson County, Texas.1
1C. R. Renick and H. B. Stenzel, "A New Formation in the Clai­
borne Group," The University of Texas Bulletin 3501 (1931).
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Of these three lithologic units, the Stone City beds rarely 
appear, hut on occasion crop out in a narrow belt along rivers and promi­
nent tributaries where drainage patterns cut through the coastal plain 
sedimentary belts. Such an exposure, first recognized by Ferdinand 
Roemer more than one hundred years ago, is the section analyzed in this 
study. This particular locality, now generally named Stone City Bluff, 
is referred to in the early geological literature as either San Antonio 
Ferry or Moseley's Ferry.
To understand the stratigraphic relationships of the Stone City 
beds, the upper and lower contact relationships must be examined and the 




The Sparta is a light gray, friable, unfossiliferous, fine­
grained sand and silty clay containing small mounts of muscovite and 
occasionally bearing fine partings of lignite. It is interdigitated 
with the Stone City formation but.,’generally voider lies the latter as ob­
served at Stone City Bluff. Fossiliferous Stone City beds are completely 
surrounded in some localities by sands of the Sparta, e.g., the Eaton 
lentil of Renick and Stenzel2 and the Tyler greensand in East Texas. In 
the subsurface the Sparta grades into lignitic clays and shales and loses
2Ibid.. pp. 90-91.
its identity as a sand. Knowledge of the exact succession gulfward is 
defective, hut it is suspected that the Stone City beds assume a posi­
tion downdip partially replacing the Sparta sand in a continuous marine 
Claiborne sequence. To the east, in Alabama, the sands of the Sparta 
disappear and are replaced by a thick marine shale. At Lisbon Bluff, 
Alabama, a Stone City fauna is reported in the Middle and Lower Lisbon 3
Stone City Beds
The Stone City beds overlie the Sparta sands at Stone City.
Here they have a highly variable composition. Thick beds of chocolate- 
brown shale, occasionally containing carbonaceous or lignitic materials 
and numerous thin silt and sand partings, alternate with beds of glau­
conitic marl. Except in the chocolate shales, the beds are richly fos­
siliferous with the glauconitic marls carrying the richest micro­
faunas .
Stone City beds sporadically crop out from Atascosa County, 
Texas, to the Sabine River at the Texas-Louisiana boundary line. Be­
cause of the highly variable lithology of this stratigraphic unit over 
short horizontal distances, almost no individual beds may be traced 
along the strike. Such lithologic variation probably accounts for the 
failure of the Stone City beds to be reported in Louisiana Similari­
ties between the fauna of the Stone City beds and Huner's Dodson
. 3H. B. Stenzel, "Notes on Surface Correlation Chart," Guide 
Book, Ninth Field Trip, Mississippi Geological Society, Claiborne of West­
ern Alabama ̂ Eastern Mississippi, Sept. 26-27, 1952, p. 33. Correlation 
Chart of Eocene at outcrop in Eastern Texas, Mississippi, Alabama and 
Western Alabama.
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formation strongly suggest to me that these lithologic unite, may be equiv­
alent .
Cook Mountain Formation (Wheelock Member)
The Wheelock Member of the Cook Mountain Formation discon- 
forraably overlies the Stone City beds at the bluff. The base of the 
Wheelock is marked by a single layer pebble conglomerate, bed 'AA.'4 This 
basal conglomerate represents an erosional surface and marks a regional 
disconformity of considerable extent. Downdip the disconformity appar­
ently disappears. Above bed "AA," in the lower part of the Wheelock, 
glauconitic marls abound, whereas the uppermost part consists of an upper 
sequence of chocolate-brown shales, calcareous shales, and very thin beds 
of limestone.
In the Wheelock, the chocolate shales carry arenaceous fora- 
minifera, whereas the glauconitic marls abound in abundant molluscs, 
foraminifera and ostracodes.
4In this paper, reference is made to beds which are designated 
by letters, ”AA" or "A" through "X." The lettering of beds is that of 
H. B. Stenzel. For stratigraphic position of beds so designated, refer 
to Figure 2, p. 6.
CHAPTER VI
SEDIMENTARY RELATIONSHIPS
Coastal Plain Sedimentary Environment
To appreciate conditions controlling deposition of the Coastal 
Plain Middle Eocene deposits, it is first necessary to realize that the
Gulf of Mexico controlled the drainage of the adjacent land mass during
the Cenozoic. Either minor pulsations of the earth or oscillations of
sea level effected numerous incursions of the seas. To a varying extent,
the dimensions of the Gulf were enlarged or decreased alternately in a 
rhythmical manner. Sedimentation drained the land mass, progressively 
building gulfvard where the sedimentary load was deposited.
Minor fluctuations of sea level during Middle Eocene time 
resulted in deposition of a fluviatile, deltaic and marine succession of 
strata composed of alternating continental and marine sediments. These 
remarkably rhythmical, alternating sedimentary units are so divided that 
each major division is traceable in a rather general way over wide areas. 
Because the Coastal provinces belonged almost continuously to the mar­
ginal edge of an open sea, the frequent emergence is reflected by innu­
merable sedimentary diasterns which demonstrate its changeable history. 
Fluctuations in sea level resulted in environmental shifts. Since 
characteristics of certain environments can be recognized by the in­
digenous faunas and floras, many organisms trapped within these sediments 




Although coastal waters were interconnected during Claiborne 
time, locally changing conditions caused both environment and facies to 
vary. A rapidly changing shoreline caused by changes of sea level 
effected radical lithic changes along the strike and dip. However, it 
is primarily the dip sequence which exhibits the numerous sedimentary 
repetitions that are particularly well adapted to geological description.
From glauconitic marls and claystones in the Alabama section, 
there is a progressive westward change along the strike. To the west, 
these lithofacies are replaced by the glauconites, clays, sands and shale 
members in western Louisiana and the central Texas section. Within the 
area between the Brazos and Alabama Rivers, an extreme degree of change 
is demonstrated laterally in the Claiborne outcrop belt. For example, 
the Stone City beds may be considered in a general way, representative 
of the marine Claiborne strata in the Brazos River area of Texas. South 
of Frio County, Texas, to the Rio Grande and on into the Tampico Embay- 
ment, Claiborne stratigraphy is relatively obscure and the outcrop 
pattern is somewhat conjectural. f
Cyclical depositional effects introduced the appearance of 
many localized interfingering marine and nonmarine lithic members and 
lentils. The cyclical nature of these strata coupled with the attendant 
facies changes along the strike have combined to present a varied sedi­
mentary aspect. Cyclical complications resulting from oscillations of 
sea level have caused the excessive lateral interfingering of rock units. 
As a result, precise correlation is difficult in many areas.
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General Character of the Stone City Sediments
Stone City sediments, at the type locality, consist predomin­
antly of about 65 per cent chocolate-brown carbonaceous or lignitic shale, 
approximately 20 per cent glauconite arenites and glauconite marls,
10 per cent sand and silt and 5 per cent clay, marcasite and sideritic 
concretions. The three major components form distinctive beds which al­
ternate with one another. Glauconitic beds are most prominent in the 
upper part of the Stone City, silts and sands tend to abound in the middle, 
whereas in the basal part of the section the brown shales dominate the 
character of the sediments.
The environment of deposition has controlled the fauna to such 
an extent that each of these sedimentary components must be analyzed in 
order to relate composition of faunal assemblages to the rock facies.
Brown Carbonaceous Shales.- The most important sedimentary com­
ponent is a chocolate-brown carbonaceous or lignitic shale. The shales 
are vari-colored browns, black-browns and grays when unweathered. Color 
is apparently the result of carbonaceous impurities present and may, in 
part, be due to finely divided marcasite. On exposed surfaces the shales 
appear predominantly chocolate-brown in color. Shales are bedded when 
free of glauconite.
Glauconite.- Glauconite, in the Stone City, is variable in 
color, size, shape, impurities and presumably in chemical composition. 
Glauconite is most abundant in the upper two-fifths of the Stone City 
beds.
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Glauconite varies in size from that of clay size particles to 
coarse sand. The grains are variable in shape and may assume irregular, 
discoidal, ellipsoidal, ovoidal, spheroidal or rounded shapes, but for 
the greater part, appear as rounded and elongated cylindrical pellets. 
Coarse grains appear throughout the glauconite marls and arenites and 
are abundant in these sediments. Occasionally, compound grains of pellets 
within pellets occur. In this latter case, the outer pellets are irregu­
larly shaped, whereas the inner pellets are more ovoid. To describe 
these unusual aggregates, Stenzel (1956, oral communication) "uses the 
term "pellet in pellet" glauconite.
Surfaces of glauconite pellets may be highly polished, fissured, 
cracked or may have a dull, lusterless surface. Because the pellets 
probably are of excremental origin, the predominant shape is the elongated, 
cylindrical type, and the organisms responsible for production of the 
faeces were probably bottom-living, burrowing molluscs or polychaete 
worms. Moore1 established that pellet shapes are typically faecal in 
nature and offers supporting proof of the nature and origin of such pel­
lets thraghout the geologic column. The process of glauconitization of 
faecal pellets which takes place in brackish and marine waters off the 
Japanese coast was observed and reported on by Takahashi and Yagi.®
i:H. B. Moore, "Faecal Pellets in Relation to Marine Deposits, " 
Recent Marine Sediments (Tulsa. Oklahoma: American'Association of Pe­
troleum Geologists, 1939), pp. 516-524.
SJ, Takahashi and T. Yagi, "Peculiar Mud Grains and Their Rela­
tion to the Origin of Glauconite," Economic Geology, XXIV (1929), 838- 
852.
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According to Stenzel,3 an abundance of glauconitized faecal pellets is 
suggestive of a lengthy period of accumulation.
Color of unweathered glauconite is always some shade of green, 
although in some instances it is so dark as to appear almost black. 
Weathered glauconite is characteristically brown but occasionally may be 
an impure white.
Enclosed pellets are habitually darker than their enclosing 
layers. Occasionally, colorless or grayish white pellets are present, 
and these are probably the result of surficial leaching processes.
Impurities appear within the glauconite and generally consist 
of sand grains of variable size. Occasionally, tests of Foraminifera 
are completely glauconitized as are internal molds of ostracodes.
"Glauconite arenite" is a term applied to those sedimentary 
rocks primarily composed of closely packed glauconite grains. When the 
glauconitic grains are randomly distributed in a matrix of clay and 
calcium carbonate, the term "glauconite marl" is used.
The glauconitic marls carry an exceedingly rich fauna as may 
be observed by referring to the Range Chart (Table II, p. 43). In these 
same beds, Stenzel also reports the remains of squids, scaphopods, echi- 
noids and corals.4 Ostracodes are present and their frequency is high in 
this favorable environment.
B. Stenzel, E. K. Krause, and J. T. Twining, "Pelecypoda 
from the Type Locality of the Stone City Beds (Middle Eocene) of Texas, " 
The University of Texas Bulletin 5704 (1957), p. 31.
* Ibid.
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Sand.- The sand in the Stone City is largely confined to 
lenses and appears primarily in the brown shales. It varies in grain 
size from coarse to very fine, is poorly sorted and is angular to sub- 
angular quartz.
Silt.- The silt present generally occurs as partings in the 
brown and brownish gray, unfossiliferous, silty shales.
Clay.- Clay appears in abundance in the marls.
Limestone.- In the literature the term "Moseley limestone" has 
been used in connection with the Stone City sediments. There is no true 
limestone in the Stone City and this term, as originally used by Renick
eand Stenzel, is now obsolete.
Carbonaceous and Lignitic Material.- The carbonaceous or lig­
nitic matter is confined to the brown shales and is a common component 
of these sediments.
Miscellaneous Impurities.- Siderite concretions, fine-grained 




PALEONTOLOGY OF THE STONE CITY BEDS
General Discussion
The ostracode fauna at Stone City Bluff consists of forty-six 
species which are separable into three families, seven subfamilies and 
twenty genera. Of the genera, two are listed as incertae sedis.
The majority of the species are assignable to the family 
Cytheridae. Living Cytherids are chiefly bottom-dwellers which crawl 
slowly along the bottom and burrow. Rarely do members of this family 
swim freely and most are confined to marine waters.
A separate range chart, Table III, lists the occurrence of os­
tracodes through the Reklaw, Weches, Stone City and Cook Mountain strati­
graphic units. Seventeen species of ostracodes are restricted to the
Stone City beds. Stratigraphic value of the restricted species can be 
properly interpreted only after other faunules are described from addi­
tional Stone City reference localities. The limited ranges reflect the 
passage of time, but as previously pointed out, response to habitat is 
primarily responsible for the distribution and nature of the ostracode 
fauna.
Faunal Affinities between Marine Units
Four species of the nonrestricted type have very long ranges 
and extend at least from the Reklaw into the Cook Mountain. An additional
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twelve species apparently having similar long ranges extend from the 
Weches to the Cook Mountain. Ten species are exclusively shared between 
the Stone City and the overlying Cook Mountain. No species are common 
to just the Weches and Stone City.
Toxic environmental factors obtaining at or near depositional 
sites severely limit faunal distribution in sedimentary deposits. The 
biological series is often restricted to a particular rock facies but is 
denied access to others.
For species to appear in a rock unit and yet be absent from the 
overlying and underlying lithotopes is a characteristic occurrence in 
many sedimentary formations, lentils and rock units of lesser stratigra- 
jahic rank. In Claiborne strata, such a "blot out by facies" generally 
suggests ecologic control. By referring to the Reklaw-Cook Mountain 
Range Chart (Table III, p. 44=), one may find this situation well illus­
trated by examining the range of a particular species. For example, 
Actinocythereis reklawensis is present in the Reklaw formation, Stone 
City beds and Cook Mountain formation but is unreported from the Weches 
formation.
Stenzol published a range chart showing the distribution of 
the Stone City peleeypods (Table IV, p. 45). His chart was constructed 
in the same manner as the ostracode range chart in the present study 
(Table II, p. 43). A comparison of the ranges of ostracode species and 
pelecypod species shows that the relationship of the fauna to lithology 
is almost identical. Apparently the same ecologic factors controlled 
distribution.
Paleontological Effects of 
Regional Diseonformities
Regional diseonformities are present between the Weches and 
the Sparta and between the Stone City and Cook Mountain. Wo evidences 
of considerable faunal breaks obtain despite the presence of these two 
diseonformities, There appears to be a gradual and progressive paleon- 
tologic change from the top of the Weches to the base of the Cook Mountain. 
Evident only are those faunal breaks which result from changes in deposi­
tion. These seem to be the consequence of species restricted to specific 
lithologies and behaving as lithologic units, but it is possible they 
could be so limited because the less well aerated beds are interposed 
between the fossiliferous, better aerated, glauconitic beds.
CHAPTER VIII
PALEOECOLOGY
Inorganic sediments deposited in a basin reflect, to some ex­
tent, the variety of environments obtaining. Paleontological properties 
of such rocks are most successfully interpreted by comparing and con­
trasting the indigenous fauna.
The two major lithotopes at Stone City Bluff contain a varied 
microfauna which consists of foraminifers, ostracodes, small pelecypods, 
small gastropods and a few small corals. Whereas the foraminifers are 
the most numerous, the ostracodes comprise the second most abundant 
microfaunal element.
Thick beds of chocolate-brown, dark gray and gray carbonaceous 
and lignitic shales represent the predominant lithotope in the sediments 
observed. Such shales with their assemblages of arenaceous species of 
foraminifers are apparently of a brackish or nonmarine nature. The 
presence of lignite strongly suggests poorly ventilated waters. The 
resulting toxic conditions probably inhibited macroscopic and micro­
scopic life during deposition of these shales. The thickest beds of 
shale, beds "L" and "M," are devoid of ostracodes except for the occur­
rence of two species, Haplocytheridea stuckeyi and Clithrocytheridea 
bullardi. Whereas they appear near the basal contact of bed "L," no 
ostracodes are present in bed "M." These two species represent very 
rare occurrences, and when they do appear, it is always in the vicinity
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of thin glauconite-hearing beds which probably are reworked sediments. 
Such rare appearances suggest that the two species of ostracodes are not 
indigenous to these two beds. Beds "F" and "H," rather thick beds of 
shale, also carry a few ostracode species, but again these species are 
apparently derived from thin beds of glauconite in the shale.
The sparsity of ostracodes in these nonmarine sediments is in 
strong contrast to the overlying and underlying richly fossiliferous 
glauconitic beds.
Glauconite arenites and glauconitic marlstones constitute 
the second major lithotope. These two glauconite-rich lithologies are 
most massive and exhibit little, if any, bedding. They are highly cal­
careous. At least 95 per cent of the ostracode species are exclusively 
limited to this lithotope. The dominance of the fauna indigenous to the 
glauconitic beds over the populations of the adjacent brown shales is 
evidently a function of ventilation and salinity. Louis Kornicker's 
studies of ostracode distribution in the Bimini area of the Bahama Islands 
reveal that there is a higher concentration of dead ostracodes in en­
vironments where high or unusual salinities obtain. -L'' The glauconitic 
beds are relatively rich in individuals of but a few species of ostra­
codes. It is obvious that ecologic conditions under which these beds 
were deposited had a marked effect on the ostracode populations. The 
variation in abundance has no adequate explanation but may be due either 
to variations in salinity or to abundance of available nutrients in the 
depositional waters.
1 Louis S. Kornicker, "Ecology and Taxonomy of Recent Marine 
Ostracodes in the Bimini Area, Great Bahama Bank," The Institute of 
Marine Science, V (1958), 217-223.
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Haplocytheridea stuckeyi is the most consistently abundant 
species in these sediments and probably is restricted to the glauconitic 
facies or its derivatives. Although it appears in the silty and shaly 
lithotope, it generally occurs near the basal boundaries of these beds 
where fragments or. borings from the underlying glauconitic sediments 
are incorporated in the lower part of the chocolate shale. C. bullardi 
appears in association with H. stuckeyi in the shale lithotope as well as 
in the glauconite sequence. Their carapaces present a worn appearance; 
and where they are present together in a shale lithotope as in bed "L, " 
the enclosing shales appear to be reworked sediments. It is possible 
that these ostracodes may have been in marine fragments washed or churned 
in by tidal action during the depositional process.
Biostratigraphic Relationship 
between Iathotopes
Minor sedimentary fluctuations modified interfacies to the ex­
tent that unusual and interesting biostratigraphic relationships exist at 
the contacts between different lithotopes. First, where brown shales 
overlie glauconite-bearing beds, there is a tendency in most cases for 
the basal shale beds to bear reworked glauconitic material which carries 
the fauna upward a short distance into the nonmarine shale. Secondly, 
where burrowing organisms dig or bore from an overlying bed into an under­
lying bed, the branching burrows may carry sediments of the overlying 
lithology downward. Stenzel reports surface observation of bore holes 
between beds "T, " a glauconite and shale-bearing bed, and "S," a glaucon­
ite arenite marl bed. In bed "T," ten species are present, but
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their occurrence is very rare, whereas, in bed "S, " eleven species are 
present but are moderately abundant. The progressive change in lithology 
alone could account for the increase in abundance, but because of the 
borehole relationship existing here, one would suspect a much greater 
increase than obtains. Unfortunately, this contact represents the best 
visual example of the borehole relationship at Stone City, but the con­
tact between the two types of sediments is not sufficiently distinctive 
to be significant.
Of great significance is the fact that when two contrasting and 
distinctive types of sediments are in contact, such sediments may be 
completely reworked through the action of burrowing, benthonic organisms. 
Under certain conditions, it is possible to transform completely such an 
area of contact so that sediments of a different character exist between 
two different lithologies. It is to be suspected that such burrowing is, 
in many cases, responsible for the so-called transition zones which exist 
between sediments of different character--for example, the transitional 
nature of the contact between beds "S" and "T.1
The net result of such a situation is to change the level of 
extinction of certain microfossils and to implant false ideas regarding 
the ecology of the forms involved.
CHAPTER IX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Minor advances and retreats of the Middle Eocene sea are re­
flected by alternation of the two dominant Stone City lithotopes. The 
nonmarine shale lithotope represents marsh, bog or bayshore land, and the 
glauconitic lithotope represents open shore, bay or lagoonal conditions. 
Environmental conditions responsible for these two distinct lithologies 
produced characteristics in the sediments which are reflected by the 
macro- and micro-organisms.
The character of the bottom appears to have been the dominant 
factor controlling distribution of the macro- and microfauna. Lignitic 
materials preserved in the nonmarine shales indicate poor ventilation of 
depositional waters. lack of aeration apparently effected toxic condi­
tions, which prohibited the support of life. Although ostracodes are 
present in the nonmarine shales, evidence suggests that they are either 
current-drifted forms from reworked glauconitic materials or the result 
of contamination during boring. The presence of numerous ostracodes and 
pelecypods in the glauconitized beds establishes that waters were well 
aerated during deposition of this lithotope.
A total of forty-six species of ostracodes occur in the Stone 
City beds. Rarely are they present in the shale lithotope, except where 
shales are associated with an unquestionable glauconitic lithology. Al­
though not exceedingly rich in species, the glauconitic lithotope always
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has present a moderate number of species. Individuals of certain species 
are often numerous at specific horizons, whereas at the same horizons 
others tend to be rare. Variation in abundance may be due to sampling 
methods, rate of accumulation of sediments or' ecologic factors. Louis 
Kornicker's studies of Recent ostracodes in the Bahama Islands support 
the idea of ecologic control. He found that the greater abundance of dead 
ostracodes occurs in environments of unusual salinity.1
Stenzel reports the remains of unquestionable marine macro- 
organisms in the glauconitic beds.2 Microscopic hexacorals present with 
the ostracodes help to establish an unquestioned normal salinity for 
waters of deposition. Similarly, Cytherids are mostly confined to marine 
waters. Except for a single occurrence of Limnocythere sp. A, typical 
brackish water ostracode assemblages are lacking. The presence of Limno­
cythere may be the result of sample contamination.
Faunal breaks at Stone City Bluff are artificial because they 
are actually stratigraphic breaks due to emergence and submergence. The 
faunal breaks resulted because certain species are restricted to specific 
environments, e.g., nonmarine brown shales or glauconitic beds. It is 
obvious that such ostracodes cannot be indiscriminantly used for zonation. 
The description of ostracode faunules from additional reference locali­
ties will make zonation possible.
31.
1Louis S. Kornicker, op. cit., pp. 217-223.
2H. B. Stenzel, E. K. Krause, and J. T. Twining, op. cit., p.
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Abundance of glauconite in the form of faecal pellets suggests 
a period of slow accumulation to permit time for their glauconitization.3 
Absence of bedding in the glauconitic sediments indicates reworking pos­
sibly by burrowing molluscs.4 Absence of significant quantities of 
sediment in the glauconites suggests that winnowing may account for re­
tention of the minute supplies which were retained.
Well-worn carapaces are often present, but whether abrasion 
may be attributed to wave action or is the result of their exposure to 
the digestive processes of macro-organisms is not known.
Because the faunal distribution recorded in the range chart is 
from a single locality, for the present the ranges should be considered 
a record of a local phenomenon. Observed ranges illustrated in the chart 
must not be regarded as absolute ranges of species, but rather as teil- 
zones of species. Extreme parallelism of distribution between the mega­
fauna and the ostracode fauna make the biota appear to be endemic.
On the basis of commonness of species, the Stone City is more 
closely related to the Cook Mountain formation than to the Weches forma­
tion. Huner’s so-called Dodson formation, if such is a valid strati- 
graphic unit, appears to carry an ostracode fauna which represents a 
mixture of Stone City and Wheelock species. Correlation of the Stone 
City formation with sedimentary deposits east of the Sabine River in 
Louisiana is difficult. Little investigation of even a general character 
has been attempted with the microfauna of marine units of the Sparta in 




Close correspondence between certain species of the Stone City 
with part of the Lisbon ostracode assemblages are not necessarily indi­
cations that the corresponding levels are exact stratigraphic equivalents. 
The similarity may only signify a likeness in the ecologic factors con­
trolling the respective populations. Lithologic dissimilarity between 
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C O O K  MOIINTAIN - REK1, AW O S T R A C O D E  R A N U E  C H A R T
il ~ lJ
1. Aetlnoeythereis elmunu (Stndnlehenko)..........................................  I
2. Actlnucytherelu I'litgellaupinn.su Artuuy, n. u p ...................................   |
3. Actlnucytherelu impollta Artuuy, u. up..........................................  |
4. Actlnucytherelu matthewui Artur.y, n. u p .........................................
5. Actlnocytherelu reklawenslu (Stephenson) ........    I
6. Actlnocytherein robucta Artuuy, n. up............................................ ,
7. Actlnocytherelu uplendenu (Sutton and Williams) ......... ,...................
6. Halrdoppllata elcherl Artuuy, n. up.............................................
9. Halrdopplluta alT. tnxodunta Howe and law .....................................
10. Brachycythere martini Murray and Hussey ........................ ..............
11. Buntunla ulnbamcnulu (Howe and Pyeatt) .........................................
12. lluntoniu up, A ............................................................ .......
13. Clithrocytherldea bullardl Artuuy, n. sp.......................................
14. Clithrocytherldea marlunoul Artur.y, n. up......................................
15. Clithrocytherldea paulsoni Artuuy, n. up.......................................
lG. Clithrocythor I dra r.rinl punctulat a Artuuy, n. sp................................
17. Cytherellu 1’linbi Ic 1 iiutuu Sutton and Williams .............................. .
10. Cythcrelloldeu Isruulakyi Artuuy, n. up.......... ............................ .
19. Cytheruraorpna oucernca Stephenson ..............................................
20. Cytheromorpha up. A ...............................................................
21. Cytheromorphu (7) up ...............................................................
22. Cytheropterun llnbonensc Martin .................................................
23. Digmucythere huwel Artuuy, n. up.................................................
24. Huploeytherluea bustropenuls (.'iutton and WJlliamn) ...........................
25. Haplocytherideu compreasa (Sutton (uid Wlllliuus) ..............................
26. Haplucytherldea habropaplllouu (fiutton and Will luma) ........................
27. Haplocytherideu muntgomeryenuls (Huwe and Chambers; ..........................
20. Haplocytherideu muusoini Etephensorr....................... .....................
29. Haplucytherldea atuckeyi Stephenson ..........................................
30. Ilaplocytherldea tlejei Artuuy, n. u p ............................................
31. Henryhowella (?) coucmincri Artuuy, n. up......................................
32. Henryhowella (?) lillardl Artuuy, n. up.........................................
33. Henryhowella (?) Bmithvillensl u (Sutton and Williams).........................
34. Henryhowella (?) utonecityenuis Artuuy, n. up ..................................
35. Henryhowella (?) wauhburnl (Etephensun) .......................................
36. Ilermunitea (?) inornata Artuuy, n. up...........................................
37. Janelna evergreenica (Stadniehenko) ............................................
30. Leguminoeythereie (?) brevlcula Artuuy, n. up..............................• •*•
39. Limnocythere up. A ................... .............................................
40. Loxoconcha claibornenuiu Murray .................................................
41. Loxoconcha stavenolu Hluke .......................................................
42. Quadracythere (?) bursilloldes (Utadniehcnko) .................................
43. Quadracythere (?) leeanu (Stadniehenko) ........................................
44. Slemerella hazelwoodi Ai’tuuy, n, up..............................................
45. Trachyleberls l'ragoaa Artuuy, n. up..............................................

















( A f t e r  C t e n i e l  ; K r a u s t  a n d  T w i n i n g )
R E L A T I V E  
A B U N D A N C E  :
Aflu'IOiNT 
C O M M O N  
FREOUENT 
RARE
1 NucuIa (N ) rr>*uncrnsi» Harris —  ---—  —
2 Cilorhadirt (C ) compsa (C>»bb) — —  —  —  —
3 C (Lilorhadi.i) |i idropoUtana S • fa K —  -
4 C ( L "M rvanriicniior S 4 K -- —  —  —  —
5 Orthoyoldi* p * a m  rr'ol Jra Dali — —  . — —  -■— -
b Area (A ) prt r opol 11 an.i S fa K ---------
7. Barbaiia <B.) uxonspalmrri S la K - —  —
8 Clycymr r n  p rl r op oh tana ^ Ac T -— ---- —
. Pac hr c oa ( P ) puU hra {C abb) —  —  —  —  —  -
10 P fP I sabintca (Harris) _ —    —  — ---
11 S*auncia houtlonid (Harris) —  —  —  —  —  —
1a Atnna cavrcaMki'nsi** (Harris) —   --- -
1 1 Ptrria (P ) prtropohlana S. 4 T  ----
14 Eburnroprclrn scintillatu* Conrad —  —  —  -
15. Lama (L.ima(ulrlla) pclropolilana S. fa T.
16. Cubitoslrra (C ) prtropolilana 1> At T - -------—  —  — * —  —
16. A n o m u  rphi ppioidr s C a b b — --------- —  —  —  —  —  —  -—
19. Vrnrncardii (Venrrifor) pl.imcostu drnlata (Conrad} —
2 0 . V. (Clatbormrardia) *ra paquj ra H a m s  —  —  — ------*—
2 I Di pi odonU (D ) pelr opulil.ina Strnr.r 1—  —  —  —  —  —— --
2 2 . Abr a (A) priropohtana Strn/.rl — --- — — ---  —  -- ——
23. Tellm* (Eurylrlhna) moorcanu Cabb —
24. T  (Mo«rclla) prtropohtana S fa K ---
25. Kymalo', prarUpidosus 5 A K ---------------   —  —
26 . KalhrrinrlU tmtthvlllrnsi a S. 4c K ------------—  —  — -
27. Pit*r (Calpitana) pHropohtanut 5 la K.----- - —  —  —  -
28, P. (C ) lextbrazui S fa K —
Sinodia {S.) rocaenica S fa K
30 . P h o U d o m y a  prI r opo 1 i lana S fa T —  —  —  — - —  —  —  —  —
31 . Caryocorbuta druismi (Gardner)— ------------------—
32. Notocorbula trxana (Cabb)— — ■ — ---- —  —  —    —
33- Voketula XfrulhviUrnsifc prtropolitana S fa T —  •—  —  —  
34, Vcrticordia (Tri^jonulina) aalex Gardner —  —  —  —  — --
Num b e r  of specie* prr bed— —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —
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Most recent papers avoid use of the subfamily category because 
the subfamily grouping is so uncertain. This holds true especially for 
the Cytheridae. Subfamily categories are used herein because of the 
likelihood that ecologic significance may possibly obtain for certain of 
the generic groupings.
Howe's subfamily structure is followed throughout although 
genera have been placed alphabetically within subfamily groupings.
Synonomies for species are not intended to be complete. With 
but few exceptions, species have been included in synonomies only when 
the author was able to compare Stone City specimens with the original 
types.
Order OSTRACODA Latreille, 1Q02 
Suborder PIATYCOPA Sars, 1866 
Family CYTHERELLIDAE Sars, .1866 
Genus CYTHERELLA Jones, 1949
Cytherella Jones, 1849, Palaeontographical Soc. London, p. 28.
Genotype: Cytherina ovata Roemer, 1840.
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CYTHERELLA FIMBRICINCTUS Sutton and Williams
Cytherella fimbricinctus Sutton and Williams, 1939, Jour. Paleontology, 
vol. 13, p. 562, pi. 64, figs. 14, 15.
Cytherella sp. Stephenson, 1944, idem, vol. IS, p. 449. Stephenson, 1946, 
vol. 20, p. 307, pi. 42, figs. 8,9.
Remarks.- This species was compared with the syntypes Univer­
sity of Illinois LV-X-1242 and RV-X-1243 Cytherella fimbricinctus Sutton 
and Williams and found to be indistinguishable from them.
Genus CYTHERELLOIDEA Alexander, 1929
Cytherelloidea Alexander, 1929, The Univ. of Texas Bull. 2907, p. 55. 
Genotype: Cythere (Cytherella) williamsoniana Jones, 1849.
CYTHERELLOIDEA ISRAEISKYI Artusy, n. sp.
Plate I, Figs. 3a-d.
Description.- Carapace in side view subquadrate. Highest near 
anterior end. A marginal rim encircles the carapace. Except along the 
dorsal margin the rim is very broad. Dorsal margin almost straight ex­
cept for a slight concavity near mid-carapace. Anterior end broadly and 
evenly rounded. The ventral margin is concave in the middle. Posterior 
end subtruncate. A medium-size subrounded pit is situated just dorsal 
to middle of the valve and is tangent to horizontal median line. Just 
ventral to middle, surface ornamentation is marked by an elongate sub- 
crescentic depression encircled by thick elongate inflated: rib-like areas 
which lie well within the outer marginal rim but are most prominent where
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they parallel the anterior, ventral and posterior margins. Inflated 
vertical rib-like area which lies just above the strongly swollen pos­
terior end is connected to the posterior marginal rim by a small arched 
rib which lies just above the horizontal mid-line. Sexual dimorphism 
distinct.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5471, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.600mm.; height, 0.314 mm.; width, 0.200 mm.
Remarks.- The males of C. israelskyi differ from males of C. 
montgomeryensis in that the latter lacks the connecting rib which pos­
teriorly joins the marginal rims with the rib-like areas surrounding the 
ventral crescentic depression.
Suborder P0D0C0PA Sars, 1865 
Family BAIRDIIDAE Sars, 1887 
Subfamily BAIRDIINAE Sars, 1923'
Genus BAIRDOPPILATA Coryell, Sample and Jennings, 1935
Bairdoppilata Coryell, Sample and Jennings, 1935, Amer. Mus. Novitates, 
No. 777, p. 2.
Genotype: Bairdoppilata martyni Coryell, Sample and Jennings, 1935.
BAIRDOPPILATA EICHERI Artusy, n. sp.
Plate I, Figs. 4a-d.
Description.- Carapace subtriangular, ovate in side view, in- 
equivalved. Greatest height just.in front of vertical median line.
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Dorsal margin very strongly arched, ventral margin bow-shaped, convex.
Left valve larger than right, with greatest overlap in mid-ventral area. 
Right valve more angular than the left, slightly thinner and seldom as 
well preserved. Anterior end broadly and obliquely rounded, mo st ex­
tended at horizontal median line, very slightly truncate above. Posterior 
end narrowly rounded, extended just below horizontal median line, its 
drop-off greater above than below. Surface of carapace smooth, usually 
semitransparent, seemingly weakly punctate. Eye spot not visible. From 
the inside, valves are deep. Fringing the anterior, ventral and pos­
terior margins is a narrow marginal area. Line of concrescence lies 
within this marginal area and almost coincides with the outer margin.
Shell wall thick, muscle scars indistinct. Raised lip lines are present 
in both valves, but are more continuous in the right than in the left.
A few indistinct normal pore canals may be found along the anterior and 
posterior margins below the horizontal median line. Hinge of right valve 
similar to Bairdia but with supplemental, dental areas above the anterior 
and posterior angles.
Dimensions.- Kolotype HVH no. 5455, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.828 mm.,' height, 0.528 mm.; width, 0.428 mm.
Remarks.- There is much variation in the species of Bairdop­
pilata which appear throughout the Claiborne, Adults of Bairdoppilata 
eicheri are less high in relation to their length and slightly longer 
than average specimens of Bairdoppilata aff. taxodonta Howe and law.
The females are about one-sixth carapace length shorter and about one- 
fourth carapace height lower. Wo internal details of the male are
observable in the single specimen found. Few specimens of the female 
are available; their carapaces are moderately thin. The muscle scars 
are distinct.
BAIRDOPPIIATA aff. TAXODONTA Howe and law
Bairdia oviformis Speyer.- Stadnichenko, Jour. Paleontology, 1927, vol. 
1, p. 234, pi. 39, figs. 1-3.
Bairdoppilata taxodonta Howe and Law, 1936, Louisiana Dept. Cons. Geol. 
Bull. 7, p. 28, pi. 2, fig. 13 and pi. 3, figs. 5, 6.
Bairdoppilata sp. Blake, 1950, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 24, p. 175, pi. 
29, figs. 1, . 2.
Remarks.- The author's figured species has been compared with 
the holotype L.S.U. Mus. no. 1661. They are very similar and cannot be 
distinguished from each other.
Family CYTHERIDAE Baird, 1850 
Subfamily BRACHYCYTHERINAE Puri, 1954 
Genus ERACHYCYTHERE Alexander, 1933
Brachycythere Alexander, 1933, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 7, no. 2, p. 204. 
Genotype: Cythere sphenoides Reuss, 1854.
ERACHYCYTHERE MARTINI Murray and Hussey
Brachycythere martini Murray and Hussey, 1942, Jour. Paleontology, vol.
16, p. 177, pi. 28, figs. 6, 10; text fig. 2, figs. 4, 8-10.
Brachycythere martini Murray and Hussey.- Blake, 1950, Jour. Paleontology, 
vol. 24, p. 177, pi. 30, figs. 28, 29.
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[non]Brachycythere cf. B. martini Murray and. Hussey.- Swain, 1951, U.S.
Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 234-A, p. 44, pi. 6, fig. 26.
The internal details of this species have been compared with 
Murray and Hussey's holotype with which they are identical. Hinge hemi- 
amphidont.
Remarks.- The author's figured specimen was compared with syn- 
type L.S.U. Mus. no. 2736 and found to be conspecific with it. This is 
one of the most common of all the Claiborne species.
Genus DIGM9CYTHERE Mandelstam, 1958
Dlgmocythere Mandelstam, 1958, Abushik, A. F. and others, 1958, New
Genera and Species of Ostracoda in Microfauna CCCP, vol. 9,
VNIGRI Trans., n.s. no. 115, p. 277.
Genotype: Brachycythere russelli (Howe and law), 1935,
DIGMOCYTHERE HOWEI Artusy, n. sp.
Plate I, Figs. la-c, 2.
Description.- Carapace subovate in side view. Greatest height 
at anterior cardinal angle in males, near the middle in females. Great­
est thickness just posterior to middle. Greatest length just beneath 
horizontal median line. Dorsal margin strongly arched, especially in 
left valve of males, noticeably flattened along hinge line in right valve 
of males. Ventral margin slightly convex, partially obscured by over­
hanging inflated ala. Left valve larger than right with overlap evident 
especially along dorsal margin. Anterior end broadly rounded. Posterior
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end bluntly and obliquely rounded, much narrower than anterior end. Sur­
face smooth. Above the ventral margin, a faintly distinct ala begins near 
the antero-ventral angle, extends posteriorly where it terminates about 
one-fifth shell length in front of posterior end well above the ventral 
margin. Eye spot distinct in males. Most specimens observed were badly 
weathered and worn. The hinge consists in the right valve of a strong, 
knob-like, faintly crenulate, anterior tooth and a postjacent socket from 
which an interterminal groove extends backward. Above and below, the in­
terterminal groove is bordered by raised areas or bars. Groove posteriorly 
is terminated by a prominent, elongate, terminal tooth. In the left valve, 
the deep anterior socket is slightly crenulate. Postjacent is a knob-like 
or elongate, crenulate tooth. A ridge or bar extends posteriorly from 
this tooth and joins the dorsal margin of valve in front of a long, 
notched socket which is the antithesis of the serrate posterior tooth of 
the right valve. Above the bar is a groove, dorsally bordered by an ex­
tension formed from a part of the dorsal free margin. Marginal zone 
flat and broad. Radial pore canals are numerous, thin, straight or wavy.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5476, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.928 mm.; height, 0.571 mm.; width, 0.585 mm. Paratype HVH no. 
5477, a right valve: length, 0.857 mm.; height, 0.514 mm.
Remarks.- The figured specimen of Digmocythere howei Artusy, 
n. sp., was compared with cotypes of Digmocythere russelli (Howe and Lea), 
the genotype. Although somewhat similar in appearance to D. russelli, 
specimens from the Stone City have been referred to the new species D. 
howei Artusy. These two species are distinguished on the basis of size,
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lateral and ventral outlines and by the alate ridge above the ventral 
margin. In D. howei the dorsal and ventral marginal outlines are more 
convex, and the alate ridge above the ventral margin is less prominent. 
When viewed from above, no strong alaeform projection is noticeable. 
Overlap of the sides obscures the ventral marginal rib. These species 
occur rarely in the Stone City.
Genus LEGUMINOCYTHEREIS Howe, 1936
Leguminocythereis Howe, in Howe and Law, 1936, Louisiana Dept. Cons. 
Geol. Full. 7, p. 61.
Genotype: Leguminocythereis scarabaeus Howe, 1936.
LEGUMINOCYTHEREIS (?) BKEVICUIA Artusy, n. sp.
Plate III, Figs. 2a-c.
Description.- Carapace elongate, subquadrate in side view. 
Greatest height at anterior cardinal angle. Dorsal and ventral margins 
straight, apparently parallel. Anterior end broadly rounded, with a 
broad, flat, transparent marginal rim, through which pore canals may be 
readily seen, slightly produced above and below. Posterior end subangu- 
lar to subrounded with a broad, flat keel clearly revealing pore canal 
arrangement. Surface of carapace center covered with curvilinear rows 
of pits converging posteriorly and anteriorly. Remainder of carapace 
surface covered by poorly reticulate sculpturing, in which pits show 
little or no regular arrangement. Peripheral ornamentation generally 
less prominent near center of carapace. Eye spot small and indistinct.
Viewed from above carapace shows greatest thickness in the inflated pos­
terior quarter of the carapace. The area of maximum inflation occurs 
just above junction of ventral and posterior margins. From poiht of 
maximum thickness, carapace tapers very slightly toward the anterior end, 
and the sides remain almost parallel up to a point about one-fourth 
carapace length from the anterior end, at which point the two sides con­
verge gradually to form the somewhat pointed anterior end. When viewed 
dorsally, the other species assigned to the genus Leguminocythereis ap­
pear widest at or near the posterior end and the anteriorly convergent 
sides exhibit no evidence of parallelism. A very broad marginal area 
flanks a deep central shell depression. Line of concrescence coincides 
with the inner margin. Pore canals almost straight along anterior mar­
gin, less frequent along posterior margin. Hinge of right valve consists 
of a high, conical, cuspate anterior tooth and a postjacent socket which 
constricts into a long, straight groove. Small, distinctly elongate 
posterior tooth lies at terminal end of groove. Hinge of the left valve 
consists of a long straight bar which enlarges to form a medium-sized 
tooth anteriorly. At terminal ends of the bar are sockets opening to­
ward the interior. Anterior socket is medium-sized and distinct whereas 
posterior socket is shallow, elongate and represents only a faint shell 
depression just beneath and almost tangent to the dorsal margin.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5497, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.571 mm.; height, 0.285 mm.; width, 0.300 mm. Type specimen 
from Stone City bed W.
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Remarks.- L. (?) brevicula has a very fine pattern of almost 
indistinct horizontal ribs and minute pits and possesses a small, rounded, 
raised, knob-like projection above the point of anterior muscle attach­
ment.
Subfamily CYTHERIDEINAE Sars, 1925 
Genus CLITHROCYTHERIDEA Stephenson, 1936
Clithrocytheridea Stephenson, 1936, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 10, no. 8. 
Genotype: Cytheridea (?) garretti Howe and Chambers, 1935.
CUTHROCYTHERIDEA BULLARDI Artusy, n. sp.
PLATE II, Figs. 4a-c.
Description.- Carapace subrectangular in side view. Greatest 
height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length just above the ven­
tral margin. Dorsal margin moderately arched, reaching maximum height at 
the anterior cardinal angle. Margin slopes posteriorly and is flattened 
along the hinge line, with flattened portion about parallel to the almost 
straight ventral margin. Ventral margin straight to slightly convex.
Left valve overlaps the right and is somewhat larger. Anterior end 
broadly and obliquely rounded. Posterior end bluntly rounded. Carapace 
covered by numerous widely spaced pits marking the spots where extremi­
ties of normal pore canals reach the surface. Between surficial pits, 
remainder of the surface is covered with minute, almost indistinct, very 
fine pits which impart a granular texture to the surface. Hinge anti- 
merodont.
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Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5462, a complete carapace; 
length, 0.528 mm.; height, 0.285 mm.; width, 0.257 mm. Type specimen 
Stone City bed W.
Remarks.- C. bullardi Artusjj n. sp. and C. paulsoni Artusy n. 
sp. are very similar in size although males of the latter give the ap­
pearance of a slightly greater length. The dorsal and ventral margins of 
C. paulsoni males, although convergent posteriorly, appear almost paral­
lel, but the margins of females are more noticeably convergent. With 
males of C. bullardi the tendency is for the dorsal and ventral margins 
to appear to be somewhat convergent, but even more so in females of C. 
bullardi. Between males of these two species posterior convergence is 
extremely noticeable in C. bullardi.
CLITHROCYTHERIDEA MARIAWOSI Artusy, n. sp.
Plate II, Figs. 3a-c.
Description.- Carapace tumid, subpyriform in side view.
Greatest height above anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length just 
above the ventral margin. Dorsal margin broadly arched, straight along 
hinge line, slightly indented between cardinal angles. Ventral margins 
sinuous, deeply indented near midpoint. Anterior end broadly and obliquely 
rounded. Posterior end lower, slopes steeply to a very narrow postero- 
ventral angle. Surface heavily ornamented, a heavy, broad ridge just 
above and almost parallel to the ventral margin. Ridge originates just 
in front of the postero-ventral angle and extends anteriorly almost to 
the junction of the anterior and ventral margins, where it merges with
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a similar broadened ridge which turns upward, extending along parallel 
to and just within the anterior margin, where it terminates at the an­
terior cardinal angle. A second prominent ridge crosses the center of 
the carapace, subparallel to the ventral ridge, whereas a third, small 
ridge or rim reduced in prominence follows along the straight dorsal 
hinge line. Between the lower longitudinal rims lies a low depressed 
area covered with pits. Beneath the two upper ridges in posterior half 
of shell, the highly pitted surface is inflated. Entire surface covered 
with small to moderately large, deep pits, pitting most extreme on in­
flated areas. Hinge antimerodont.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5465, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.528 mm.; height, 0.300 mm.; width, 0.242 mm. Type specimen 
from Stone City bed W.
Remarks.- Clithrocytheridea marianosi Artusy, n. sp. is simi­
lar in shape to C. semipunctulata, but the two can easily be separated 
by their surface ornamentation. Several subparallel ridges are along 
the anterior, ventral and posterior margins of C. semipunctulata, whereas 
C. marianosi has only a single prominent ridge but similarly placed. Spe­
cimens of the latter all appear to have undergone digestive .tract.erosion.
CLITHROCYTHERIDEA PAUIS0WI Artusy, n. sp.
Plate II, Figs. 2a-c.
Description.- Carapace subquadrate in side view, tumid and 
heavy. Greatest height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length
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attained between horizontal median line and ventral margin. Dorsal margin 
strongly arched, flat along hinge line, sloping posteriorly, the straight 
area showing a noticeable posterior convergence with the ventral margin. 
Ventral margin straight or almost unnoticeably sinuate. Strong overlap 
of left valve over right. Anterior end obliquely and broadly rounded, 
denticulated with a few small, indistinct spines on ventral quarter of 
left valve. Posterior end lower, sloping steeply from the posterior car­
dinal angle. Carapace surface bears traces of two broad but well-worn 
ridges which parallel the anterior margin but lie well within it. About 
half way between ventral margin and horizontal median line the surface 
is sculptured with a flat but rather prominent, elongated excavation. 
Remainder of carapace surface covered with large pits, between which nu­
merous extremely minute pits completely cover the surface and impart to 
it a saccharoidal texture. Hinge antimerodont.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5467, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.542 mm.; height, 0.285 ram.; width, 0.242 mm. Type specimen 
from Stone City bed H.
Remarks.- All observed specimens of this species have surface 
details partially obliterated by weathering, which is probably the re­
sult of passage through digestive tracts of some of the other indigenous 
members of the macrofauna. The dorsal and ventral margins of the fig­
ured male specimen, although slightly convergent posteriorly, appear 
almost parallel. With C. bullardi the dorsal and ventral margins dis­
tinctly converge toward the posterior.
CLITHROCYTHERIDEA SEMIPUNCTULATA Artusy, n. sp.
Plate II, Figs. 5, 6.
Description.- Carapace subrhomboidal in side view. Greatest 
height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length just above the ven­
tral margin. Dorsal margin strongly arched, straight along the hinge 
line, sloping gently posteriorly and almost parallel to the mildly con­
cave ventral margin. Anterior end broadly and obliquely rounded; pos­
terior end low, sloping steeply to a narrowly rounded postero-ventral 
angle. Entire carapace surface highly sculptured. Lower one-third of 
carapace bears several thin, closely spaced,ridges subparallel to the 
ventral margin. Just above and just below the horizontal midline are 
two or three similar and widely spaced ridges. Ridge system terminates 
about one-sixth carapace distance inward from terminal ends, where they 
join two or three rather heavy ridges which extend around and well inside 
anterior and posterior margins. Remainder of carapace ornamented with 
numerous deep, fine pits most prominent directly beneath the straight 
dorsal hinge line. Hinge antimerodont.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5468, a right valve: length,
0.585 mm.; height, 0.300 mm. Type specimen from Stone City bed D; 
hypotype HVH no. 5469, a left valve: length, 0.500 mm.; height, 0.285 mm.
Type specimen from Stone City bed W.
Remarks.- C. marianosi and C. semipunctulata, although simi­
larly shaped, differ greatly in surface ornamentation. The latter has 
several thin ridges which are subparallel to the anterior, ventral and
posterior margins, whereas C. marianosi has a similar type of ridge 
ornamentation composed of a single ridge only. All available specimens 
of C. marianosi appear to have heavily weathered surfaces.
Genus HAPIOCYTHERIDEA Stephenson, 1936
Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) Stephenson, 1936, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 
10, no. 8, p. 700.
Genotype: Cytheridea montgomeryensis Howe and Chambers, 1935.
HAPIOCYTHERIDEA BASTROPENSIS (Sutton and Williams)
[non] Cytheridea subovata Ulrich and Bassler, 1904, Maryland Geol. Survey
Miocene Rept., p. 124, pi. 37, figs. 1-8.
[non] Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) subovata Ulrich and Bassler.- Stephen­
son, 1938, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 12, p. 134, pi. 23, fig.
23; pi. 24, figs. 9, 10, text.fig. 3; Haplocytheridea bassleri 
Stephenson, new name, 1943, idem, vol. 17, p. 206.
Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) subovata Sutton and Williams, [not (Munster), 
1830], 1939, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 13, p. 569, pi. 64, figs. 
26-28; Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) bastropensis Sutton and 
Williams, new name, 1940, idem, vol. 14, p. 163.
[non] Haplocytheridea (?) cf. Hj_(?) subovata (Ulrich and Bassler).- Swain, 
1951, U.S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 234-A, p. 22, pi. 1, figs. 
19, 20.
Haplocytheridea (?) cf. IL_(?) subovata (Ulrich and Bassler).- Swain; Puri, 
name correction, 1953, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 27, p. 750.
Haplocytheridea moodyi (Howe and Garrett).- Stephenson, 1946, Jour. Pale­
ontology, vol. 20, p. 323, pi. 42, fig. 25; pi. 44, fig. 15.
Remarks.- Author's suite of specimens was compared directly 
with Sutton and Williams University of Illinois types LV-X-1253, RV-X- 
1254 and found to be identical. Comparison made with Cytheridea moodyi
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Howe and Garrett, L.S.U. Mus. cotypes and paratypes shows this specimen 
to he different. The curvilinearly arranged furrows on Claiborne members 
of this species are considerably less in number than on those specimens 
found in the Wilcox Eocene. Additionally, the Weches specimens appear 
to be somewhat more ornamented, and this is apparently an indigenous 
character not directly the result of differential erosion of Wilcox and 
Claiborne specimens.
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA COMPRESSA (Sutton and Williams)
Cytheridea mUlleri (Munster), (part) Cushman, 1925, Am. Assoc. Petroleum 
Geol. Bull., vol. 9, p. 301-302, pi. 8, fig. 4a-c.
Cytheridea mUlleri (Munster), (part) Stadnichenko, 1927, Jour. Paleon­
tology, vol. 1, p. 238, 239, pi. 39, figs. 14, not figs. 13, 
15-17.
Cytheridea (Phractocytheridea) compressa Sutton and Williams, 1939, idem, 
vol. 13, p. 572, pi. 64, figs. 23-25.
Haploeytheridea cf. Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) compressa Sutton and
Williams,- Stephenson, 1941, idem, vol. 15, p. 424, text figs.
5, 6, 11, 19.
Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) lisbonensis Stephenson, 1942, idem, vol. 16, 
p. 108, pi. 18, figs. 11, 12.
Haplocytheridea^ lisbonensis Stephenson, 1944, idem, vol. 18, p. 449, pi. 
76, fig. 12.
Remarks.- Comparison of several of the author's specimens 
with Stephenson's holotype shows them to be identical. C. (Haplocy­
theridea lisbonensis Stephenson, L.S.U. Mus. no. 1581, which was described 
in 1942 and which later (1946) was placed in synonomy as Haplocytheridea 
veatchi Howe and Garrett.-Stephenson. Comparison with H. lisbonensis 
Stephenson L.S.U. Mus. no. 2373 shows it also is identical. At a later
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date the present author's figured specimen was compared with Sutton and 
Williams types, RV-X-1262 and LV-X-1261 at the University of Illinois and 
found to be conspecific with their Cytheridea (Phractocytheridea) com­
pressa. Although the shell ornamentation is similar to that of specimens 
of Haplocytheridea veatchi (Howe and Garrett) in the Wilcox, separation 
is not difficult. Ornamentation is much less heavily compressed in 
Haplocytheridea compressa (Sutton and Williams) and the ridge patterns 
are more flattened. In my opinion flattening of ridge pattern is not a 
result of erosion. The type of Haplocytheridea veatchi aquia Schmidt, 
from the formation of the same name in Maryland and Virginia, is super­
ficially similar, but is much more weakly ornamented terminally and 
differs somewhat in contour. Haplocytheridea cf. H■ veatchi (Howe and 
Garrett) U.S. National Museum no. 560611 was compared directly with the 
author's figured specimen and found not to be identical.
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA HABROPAPILLOSA (Sutton and Williams)
Cytheridea mUlleri (MUnster), Stadnichenko (part), 1927, Jour. Paleon­
tology, vol. 1, p. 238, 239, pi. 39, figs. 15, 16, 17, not 
fig. 13, 14.
Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) wallacei Howe and Garrett.- Stephenson, 1938, 
idem, vol. 12, p. 575, pi. 67, fig. 25, text figs. 17, 18.
Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) habropapillosa Sutton and Williams, 1939, 
idem, vol. 13, p. 570, 571, pi. 64, figs. 20-22; Stephenson, 
1942, idem, vol. 16, p. 107, pi. 18, figs. 21-22.
Haplocytheridea habropapillosa (Sutton and Williams).- Stephenson, 1944, 
idem, vol. 18, p. 449, pi. 76, fig. 4.
Haplocytheridea wallacei (Howe and Garrett).- Stephenson, 1946, idem, 
vol. 20, p. 325, pi. 42, fig. 28.
[non] Haplocytheridea cf. II. wallacei (Howe and Garrett).- Swain, 1951, 
U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 234-A, p. 21, pi. 2, figs. 6, 7.
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Remarks.- Comparisons of Stephenson’s types L.S.U, Mas. nos. 
1568, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1572, 1573, 2371.and 2372 with those of the 
author’s and the author's with Sutton and Williams, University of Illi­
nois types nos. X-1255, LV-X-1256, RV-X-1257 show that all are identical. 
Further comparison of the author's figured specimens with Swain's badly 
worn types, U.S. National Museum nos. 560615, 560616, show no identify. 
Examination and comparison with Cytheridea wallacei Howe and Garrett 
L.S.U. Mus. no. 251 reveals that the latter differs considerably from 
the present author's figured types. Surface ornamentation consisting 
of large papillae are the most characteristic feature of this species.
The papillae tend to concentrate centrally above the point of main 
muscle attachment and to be less widely dispersed near the terminal 
ends than do those of Howe and Garrett's C. wallacei holotype. Numer­
ous specimens demonstrate the general character outlined above. It Is 
the author's considered opinion that the specific name given this speci­
men by Sutton and Williams, that is, habropapillosa is the valid iden­
tification, whereas that of Stephenson's is invalid since he considers 
this species to be conspecific with Howe and Garrett's wallacei.
HAPIDCYTHERIDEA MONTGOMERYENSIS (Howe and Chambers)
Cytheridea montgomeryensis Howe and Chambers, 1935, Louisiana Dept. Cons.
Geol. Bull. 5, p. 17, pi. 1, fig. 1; pi. 2, figs. 1-3, 7, 9; 
pi. 6, figs. 17, 18.
Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) montgomeryensis Howe and Chambers.- Ste­
phenson, 1936, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 10, p. 700, 701, pi.
94, figs. 3, 4, 9; text figs. Ig, h, j, k; Stephenson, 1937, 
idem, vol. 11, p. 153; Stephenson, 1942, idem, vol. 16, p.
109, pi. 18, figs. 17, 18.
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Cytheridea montgomeryensis Howe and Chambers, Bergquist, 1942, Missis­
sippi Geol. Survey Bull. 49, p. 106, pi. 11, fig. 5.
Haplocytheridea montgomeryensis (Howe and Chambers).- Stephenson, 1946, 
Jour. Paleontology, vol. 20, p. 322, pi. 42, fig. 29,° Blake,
1950, idem, vol. 24, p. 176, pi. 29, fig. 16.
Haplocytheridea montgomeryensis (Howe and Chambers).- Swain, 1951, U.S.
Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 234-A, p. 20, 21, pi. 1, fig. 18; 
pi. 2, figs. 1-4.
Remarks.- This species occurs abundantly throughout the mid­
dle Eocene. It is one of..the most easily recognizable of those forms
appearing in the Claiborne. There is considerable variation in the
species and it might be advantageous to separate those extremely bul­
bous types in the Hurricane Lentil and elsewhere into a subspecies. The 
specimens in the writer's collection have been found identical with the 
holotype originally described by Howe and Chambers. Haplocytheridea 
montgomeryensis (Howe and Chambers) of Swain compared at the United 
States National Museum are difficult or impossible to distinguish from 
the Gulf Coast specimens of Haplocytheridea montgomeryensis. Conse­
quently, this species appears to have an extremely wide lateral and 
vertical range. Occasionally in the Stone City samples, there occur 
carapaces which appear to be intermediate forms half way between H. 
montgomeryensis and H. stuckeyi.
HAPIDCYTHERIDEA M0SS0MI Stephenson
Haplocytheridea mossomi Stephenson, 1945, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 19, 
p. 381, figs. 1, 2.
Remarks.- A most distinctive Haplocytheridea because of a 
paucity of surface ornamentation. This feature helps to distinguish
it from most other Gulf Coast Eocene Haplocytherideas. Although 
sparsely ornamented, some Haplocytheridea molts bear a few close to 
widely spaced, extremely shallow pits and have a very arcuate dorsal 
margin, making them appear similar to H. mossomi which has a dorsally 
flattened margin along the hinge line and drops off sharply to a low 
tapered posterior end from the strongly obtuse postero-dorsal angle.
It is somewhat similar in shape to H. nowotnyi Stephenson but lacks the 
shallow, anterior, curvilinear furrows so characteristic of the species. 
The Wheelock species has been compared with H. mossomi Stephenson,
L.S.U. Mus. nos. 3303, 3304, 3305,and 3306 and is identical. H. mos­
somi does not appear in the Stone City beds but is present in the basal 
Wheelock just above the Wheelock-Stone City contact.
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA STUCKEYI Stephenson
Haplocytheridea stuckeyi Stephenson, 1946, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 20,
p. 324, pi. 42, fig. 31; pi. 44, figs. 7, 8.
Remarks.- This form is closely related to Haplocytheridea 
montgomeryensis, one of the most common ostracods observed in this study. 
Stephenson recognizes this species and distinguishes it from the geno­
type of H. montgomeryensis because the latter has a much thinner shell. 
However, a greater difference is revealed when these two species are 
stained with green food coloring. Under such conditions, H. montgomery­
ensis is observed to have numerous curvilinear ridges, generally located 
in the anterior portion of the carapace. In the anterior quarter of 
the carapace of H. montgomeryensis, curvilinear ridges tend to separate,
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giving the appearance of pustules curvilinearly arranged. In the case 
of H. stuckeyi numerous small pits are present. In well-preserved spe­
cimens curvilinear ridge patterns are present in the anterior. Whereas 
males are long and tapering, the females appear exceptionally bulbous.
HAPIDCYTHERIDEA TIEJEI Artusy, n. sp.
Plate III, Figs. 3a-d.
Description.- Carapace of female almost subpyriform, of male, 
subpyriform but more elongate, in side view. Greatest height just in 
front of middle. Greatest length halfway between horizontal median 
line and ventral margin. Dorsal margin straight between anterior and 
posterior cardinal angles in males, sloping gradually to the anterior, 
sharply and obliquely toward the posterior, where it terminates in the 
low, rounded posterior end. Dorsal margin of the female broadly and 
strongly arched. Ventral margin convex in the female, sinuous in the 
male, with margin slightly constricted directly beneath carapace center. 
Left valve strongly overlaps the right along entire peripheral margin. 
Anterior end broadly rounded in both sexes. About six to nine very 
fine denticulations are present just above and just below the horizontal 
median line. Posterior end low, bluntly rounded, sustaining several 
minute denticulations. Sexual dimorphism very evident. Greatest height 
in male at anterior cardinal angle, in female, at carapace midpoint. 
Female carapace more broadly rounded than the male. Carapace surface 
sculptured rather strongly in middle. Suites of specimens exhibit series 
of almost vertical ridges and furrowed depressions which arch outward
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more strongly as anterior and posterior ends are approached. Sculptur­
ing most distinct at carapace middle. The furrowed depressions are 
occupied by linearly arranged moderately deep pits. Along peripheral 
margins ornamentation becomes less distinct, apparently due to abrasion. 
Hinge of right valve consists of two terminal elevated dental areas con­
nected by a low crenulated ridge. Anterior dental area bears seven 
teeth, whereas the posterior dental area bears six teeth. The hinge of 
the left valve consists of two terminal notched sockets connected by a 
shallow indented groove. Directly above the interconnecting groove and 
beneath the dorsal margin, lies a moderately deep accommodation groove. 
Marginal area is moderately broad. Radial pore canals are numerous 
and most appear to be slightly wavy or straight. Muscle scar not ob­
served.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5484, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.614 mm.; height, 0.428 mm.; width, 0.371 mm. Type specimen 
from Stone City bed ¥.
Remarks.- Specimens found are generally whole or left valves. 
Right valves are extremely rare. This is one of the most distinct of 
all of the Claiborne Haplocytherideas and is easily recognizable. Deep 
curvilinear furrows cover its surface from end to end. Its height is 
generally more than two-thirds its length, causing it to appear ex­
tremely short and blunt in side view.
Subfamily CYTHERURINAE G. W. Muller, 1894 
Genus CYTHEROPTERON Sars, 1865
Cytheropteron Sars, 1866, Norske Vidensk. Akad. forhandlinger (1865) 
1866, p. 79, 80.
Genotype: Cybhere latissima Norman, 1865.
CYTHEROPTERON LISBONENSE Martin
Cytheropteron lisbonense Martin, 1939, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 13, p. 
177, pi. 22, figs. 1-3.
Cytheropteron minutum Sutton and Williams, 1939, idem, vol. 13, p. 573, 
pi. 64, figs. 8-10.
Cytheropteron lisbonense Martin.- Stephenson, 1946, Jour. Paleontology, 
vol. 20, p. 318, pi. 43, fig. 4.
Remarks.- The figured specimen has been compared with the 
syntype L.S.U. Mus. no. 2015 C. lisbonense and found to be conspecific 
with it. Considerable variation in the prominence of ridges and oblong 
depressions is evident in the various suites observed. This species 
was checked at the University of Illinois with Sutton and Williams' 
types of C. minutum Sutton and Williams and found to be identical with 
them.
Subfamily LIMNOCYTHERINAE (Sars)
Genus UMNOCYTHERE Brady, 1868
Limnocythere Brady, 1868, Intellectual Observer, vol. 12, p. 110-130, 
pis. 1,2.
Genotype: Cythere inopinata Baird, 1843.
LIMNOCYTHERE sp. A 
Plate II, Fig. 1.
Dimensions.- Hypotype HVH no. 5500, a left valve: length,
0.542 mm.; height, 0.285 mm. Type specimen from Stone City bed D.
Remarks.- But a single valve of this species was available; 
consequently, it is not described but is included on the check list. 
Inasmuch as this is regarded as a genus restricted to fresh waters, it 
is possible that its presence is due to contamination.
Subfamily LOXOCONCHINAE Sars, 1926 
Genus CYTHEROMORPHA Hirschmann, 1909
Cytheromorpha Hirschmann, 1909, Sec. pro Fauna et Flora Fennica, Med- 
delanden, vol. 55, p. 290-292.
Genotype: Cythere fuscata Brady, 1869.
CYTHEROMORPHA EOCENICA Stephenson
Cytheromorpha eocenica Stephenson, 1946, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 20, 
p. 311, pi. 43, fig. 9.
Description.- Carapace fragile, in side view sub elliptical, 
Greatest height about one-fifth carapace length from anterior end. 
Valves of approximately equal thickness throughout, becoming almost un- 
noticeably larger in posterior one-fourth of carapace. Greatest 
length along horizontal median line. Dorsal margin almost straight, 
very slightly convexly arched. Ventral margin straight, produced 
strongly beneath the antero-ventral angle. Valves approximately equal
in size, slightly inflated. Anterior end broadly rounded, produced at 
ventral margin. Both valves faintly rimmed, but more markedly toward 
the anterior. Posterior end low, bluntly rounded, extended somewhat 
medially, truncate above. Surface marginally grooved around anterior 
end. Surface with very fine pits which tend to become finer at the ter 
minal ends. Toward the posterior end pits tend to be aligned between 
obscure curvilinear ridges which roughly parallel curvature of the pos­
terior margin; occasionally one or two rows of pits appear between 
ridges which occur just above the ventral margin. Hinge gongylodont.
Remarks.- An uncommon species which very rarely occurs in 
the Claiborne. The author's specimens have been compared with the holo 
type of C. eocenica Stephenson, L.S.U. Mus. no. 3335. Although there 
are very minor differences between these two, normally, they cannot be 
distinguished from each other.
CYTHEROMORPHA (?) sp. A 
Plate IV, Fig. 6.
Dimensions.- Hypotype HVH no. 547 3, a left valve: length,
0.357 mm.; height, 0.157 mm. Type specimen from Stone City bed H.
Remarks.- But a single left valve of this extremely small 
reticulate form was found in the Stone City material. This species 
lacks the strongly produced anterior ventral marginal area which is so 
typical of all other Claiborne species of Cytheromorpha.
CYTHEROMORPHA (?) sp.
Plate IV, Fig. 5.
Dimensions.- Hypotype HVH no. 5474, a right valve: length,
0.314 mm.; height, 0.170 mm. Type specimen from Stone City bed H.
Remarks.- But a single representative of this species was 
found in the writer's sample collections. Its generic assignment is un 
certain, especially since no internal details were visible.
Genus I0XOCONCHA Sars, 1865 
Loxoconcha Sars, 1866, Norske Vidensk. Akad. forhandlinger (1865), 1866
p. 61.
Genotype: Cythere rhomboides Fischer, 1855.
IDXOCOHCHA CIAIBORNENSIS Murray
loxoconcha claibornensis Murray, 1938, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 12, p. 
588, pi. 68, figs. 2, 19.
Description.- Carapace subquadrate in side view. Height 
equal throughout entire length. Dorsal margin straight; ventral margin 
short, straight or, in some specimens, convex due to a swelling of the 
carapace where in some places it covers the ventral margin. Anterior 
end broadly and obliquely rounded, with a broad marginal rim in the 
upper part. Posterior end subangular to rounded and bearing a short, 
narrow margin. Posterior end, at a point just above horizontal median 
line, slopes gently from the ventral margin and abruptly from the
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dorsal, assuming a subaeuminate shape. Truncate above. Males distinctly 
longer and more narrow than females. Surface ornamentation consists of 
a series of rather strong ridges, usually concentric, beginning near 
peripheral margins approximately subparallel to the outer edge of the 
carapace and assuming oval-shaped outlines which become decreasingly 
smaller in the central portion. Troughs between ridges consist of al­
most regularly aligned, intervening subangular to angular pits. In ven­
tral view carapace almond-shaped, with maximum thickness just posterior 
to carapace middle. Hinge gongylodont.
Remarks.- This species exhibits considerable variation. Al­
though Murray did not mention the marginal rims and ridges, nevertheless 
these features are all present in his syntype. Comparison of suites of 
specimens of this very common species leaves no doubt that all are 
Loxoconcha claibornensis, although some slight variation may be notice­
able between individuals. For best results in observing the surficial 
characters of this Loxoconcha species, the green food coloring stain 
must be applied to the carapace to bring out all necessary details.
This form is the most common of all the Loxoconcha species found in the 
Claiborne.
LOXOCONCHA STAVENSIS Blake
Loxoconcha stavensis Blake, 1950, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 24, p. 182, 
pi. 30, figs. 10-12.
Description.- Carapace subrhomboidal in side view, small. 
Valves approximately equal in height. Dorsal margin straight, ventral
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margin almost straight, sometimes convex due to inflation of the cara­
pace just above the ventral margin. Anterior end broadly and evenly 
rounded; bears small but distinct anterior and posterior margins. Pos­
terior end bluntly angulate. Ventral margin gradually rises to meet 
the sharply sloping posterior dorsal margin, forming a blunt caudal 
process. External surface covered with numerous deep, rectangular, sub- 
angular and rounded pits which cover the carapace in a reticulate pat­
tern. No alignment of pits evident. Just above the postero-ventral 
margin lies a prominent rib, clearly evident in both side and ventral 
views. Seen from posterior end, carapace exhibits a distinct keel at 
the ventral margin. Hinge gongylodont.
Remarks.- This rather unusual species is easily distinguished 
because it lacks any definite alignment of the pits. Most of the other 
pitted species in the Claiborne have a definite pit alignment or some 
other unusual character which will not permit any of them to be con­
fused with Loxoconcha stavensis. Checked with holotype L.S.U. Mus. nos. 
4092 and 4093 and found to be conspecific with them.
Subfamily TRACHYLEBERIDINAE Sylvester-Bradley, 1948 
Genus ACTINOCYTHEREIS Puri, 1953
Actinocythereis Puri, 1953, Amer. Midi. Nat., vol. 49, no. 1, p. 178. 
Genotype: Cythere exanthemata Ulrich and Bassler, 1904.
ACTINOCYTHEREIS ELMANA (Stadnichenko) 
PLATE IV, Figs. 3a-d; Plate V, Figs. 3a-c.
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Cythereis elmana Stadnichenko, 1927, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 1, p. 240, 
pi. 39, fig. 20.
[non] Cythereis elmana Stadnichenko.- Stephenson, 1944, Jonr. Paleon­
tology, vol. 18, p. 451, pi. 76, fig. 13.
Cythereis elmana Stadnichenko.- Stephenson, 1946, Jour. Paleontology, 
vol. 20, p. 337, pi. 44, fig. 1$ pi. 45, fig. 8.
Description.- Carapace oblong, ovate in side view. Greatest 
height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length near horizontal 
median line. Dorsal and ventral margins nearly straight, almost paral­
lel, slightly converging posteriorly. Hinge line concealed by dorsal 
margins except where exposed by oblique furrow postjacent to eye spot. 
Dorsal margin consists of a continuous ridge, seldom broken, sometimes 
fluted. Ridge extends to posterior dorsal cardinal angle where it turns 
downward to horizontal midline and joins horizontal midline ridge to 
form a continuous unit. Ventral margin almost straight in left valve, 
slightly sinuous in right. Anterior end broadly and obliquely rounded 
bearing a double row of spines. From the eye spot, a broad, thickened 
rim circles the anterior end. Posterior end rather bluntly angulate, 
with spines beneath the horizontal midline. Surface of carapace rela­
tively smooth, broken by two rather large, inflated, longitudinal 
ridges. Along the horizontal median line and beginning at middle of 
carapace, a large tubular and inflated ridge extends posteriorly to 
join the downward extension of dorsal margin directly beneath the 
posterior dorsal cardinal angle. Directly above point of anterior 
muscle attachment occurs the initial end of a large, inflated,
tube-like ridge. Ridge arches convexly toward the anterior, turns ven- 
trally 180 degrees, reverses its direction to the posterior and extends 
parallel to and just above the ventral margin, posteriorly encircles 
the carapace and terminates at a point directly beneath the anterior 
dorsal cardinal angle. Eye spot small, seldom distinct except in right 
valve. Valves thick and deep, marginal zone flattened, moderately broad, 
only slightly less narrow posteriorly. Several thin, fine lip lines 
visible anteriorly and posteriorly, the outermost of which infolds just 
in front of the mid-carapace region, where it forms a thin but reason­
ably distinct flange. Radial pore canals very numerous, long closely 
spaced, rather wavy; some are paired, others branched. Canals less fre­
quent posteriorly, but all apparently terminate at the margin, where 
they are replaced by denticulations or spines which appear to be, in 
some cases, actual extensions of the spines. Line of concrescence and 
inner margin coincident. Hinge holamphidont.
Dimensions.- Hypotype HVH no. 5443, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.678 mm.; height, 0.371 mm.; width, 0.342 mm. Hypotype HVH 
no. 5444, a complete carapace: length, 0.713 mm.; height, 0.385 mm.;
width, 0.357 mm. Both type specimens from Stone City bed S.
Remarks.- The figured specimens were compared directly with 
Stephenson's Weches specimen of Actin&cythereis elmana and were found 
to be conspecific with it. Stadnichenko's type specimen could not be 
located at the United States National Museum, Washington, D.C., for 
direct comparison. Because of the tumid lobes constituting the carapace 
ornamentation of Actinocythereis elmana, it is an easily identifiable
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form. A suite of specimens illustrating its surficial aspect suggests 
the possibility, as defined here, that it may represent a complex suite 
of valid species. Insufficient time did not permit further study of it.
The name Actinocythereis elmana is here used in a rather broad sense to
embrace a variety of forms.
ACTIWOCYTHEREIS FLAGELLASPINOSA Artusy, n. sp.
Plate V, Figs. 4a-c, 5.
Description.- Carapace elongate in side view. Greatest height
at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length along horizontal mid-line. 
Dorsal and ventral margins straight, converging posteriorly. Behind the 
wide gap, postjacent to eye spot, the dorsal margin is ornamented with 
three or four rounded or broad, flattened spines which, in the vicinity 
of the posterior cardinal angle, distinctly merge to form a ridge-like 
protuberance which turns almost vertically downward, where it terminates 
at or just above the horizontal mid-line. Dorsal margin generally con­
cealed by this spinose arrangement. Ventral margin less spinose, occa­
sionally bearing long spines which may or may not bifurcate. Anterior 
end broadly and obliquely rounded. Anterior end produced above, forming 
a broad angle and bearing a single continuous row of fine spines. An­
terior end has a thin narrow rim, the upper half of which is completely 
devoid of spines, while the lower half is strongly denticulated with 
large spines, which may or may not bifurcate. The anterior end is 
flanked by a shallow, flat, broad depression containing two or three 
minute, almost indistinct spines. Posterior end bluntly angulate. Sur­
face of carapace smooth, interrupted only by linearly and longitudinally
arranged rows of spines. Very few spines are present anterior to cen­
ter of carapace, except for a single extremely large spine directly 
above and normal to point of anterior muscle attachment. The first row 
is initiated by this spine and consists of several smaller spines, 
which are irregularly arranged, but in a seemingly linear fashion. Row 
extends posteriorly almost directly above the horizontal median line, 
to terminate in the spiny flange which plunges downward from beneath 
the dorsal posterior cardinal angle. A second row of large, rounded or 
broad, flattened spines, roughly parallel to the upper row, is present 
directly above the ventral margin. Eye spot small, rounded, and very 
distinct. Hinge holamphidont.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5445, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.700 mm.; height, 0.357 mm.; width, 0.257 mm. Type speci:- . 
men from Stone City bed W. Paratype HVH no. 5446, a left valve: length,
0.713 mm.; height, 0.371 mm. Type specimen from Stone City bed V.
Remarks.- This species is identical with Actinocythereis 
davidwhitei (Stadnichenko) in all characteristics but one. The point of 
major difference lies in its possession of the flange which plunges pos­
teriorly downward from beneath the region of the postero-cardinal angle. 
The main point of differentiation from Actinocythereis quinquespinosa 
(Sutton and Williams) are the marginal rims for A. flagellaspinosa is 
spinose only in its lower half whereas A. quinquespinosa * s anterior mar­
ginal rim is spiny above and below.
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ACTINOCYTHEREIS IMPOKETA Artusy, n. sp.
Plate V, Figs. la-c, 2.
Description.- Carapace subquadrate in side view. Greatest 
height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length along horizontal 
median line. Dorsal margin straight, ventral margin sinuous with no­
ticeable convergence posteriorly. Just behind the eye spot an oblique 
furrow is the only interruption of the otherwise straight but coarsely 
spined ridge, which conceals most of the dorsal hinge line. Posteriorly, 
the dorsal margin terminates in a downward plunging, posteriorly oblique 
flange, which stops short of the horizontal median line. Ventral mar­
gin of right valve more sinuous than that of the left. Spines occur 
beneath cardinal angle only. Anterior end broadly and obliquely rounded, 
produced slightly above and bearing rows of spines, A thickened ele­
vated rim, heavily nodose in lower half, is separated from the remainder 
of the carapace by a deep, anteriorly convex furrow. The rim outlines 
the anterior end terminating at juncture point of anterior and ventral 
margins. Posterior end bluntly rounded. Carapace surface rough, undu­
lating, nodose and spinose, with no apparent reticulations. Anterior 
to middle and directly above point of muscle attachment is a rough pro­
tuberance visibly composed of three or four fused nodes and spines. 
Stretching posteriorly along or directly above the horizontal median 
line are several enlarged spines, which are haphazardly arranged, be­
coming faint and fading away in the vicinity of the posterior cardinal 
angle. From a point almost tangent to the ventral margin and directly 
beneath the anterior muscle attachment mound, a second row of broad,
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thick, elongated or flattened nodes stretches obliquely upward dorsally, 
to terminate hbove the postero-ventral angle. Eye spot generally medium 
to large, spherical and distinct.
Viewed from inside, valves seem moderately thick and deep. 
Whereas the well-defined, narrow marginal area is narrower posteriorly 
than anteriorly, it becomes exceedingly thin near the mid-ventral part 
of the carapace. Anteriorly, ventrally and posteriorly, the margins are 
rimmed by a thin lip line which infolds along the mid-ventral margin to 
form a distinct flange in the left valve. Radial pore canals numerous, 
straight, and generally paired. The line of concrescence lies just 
within the inner margin, forming an incipient vestibule at the anterior 
and posterior ends. Hinge holamphidont.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5447, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.728 mm.; height, 0.400 mm.; width, 0.342. T!ype specimen from 
Stone City bed S. Paratype HVH no. 5448, a right valve: length, 0.671
mm.; height, 0.371 mm. Type specimen from Stone City bed D.
Remarks.- The distinguishing characteristics of this species 
are the oblique furrow behind the eye spot and the ridge forming the 
posterior margin of this furrow. Other features of importance are the 
one or two very prominent, obliquely downward plunging spines which ex­
tend from the point of intersection between the posterior and ventral 
margins but almost parallel the ventral margin.
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ACTINOCYTHEREIS MATTHEWSI Artusy, n. sp.
PLATE VII, Figs. 2a-c.
Description.- Carapace elongate, subquadrate in side view. 
Greatest height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest width at anterior 
cardinal angle. Greatest length near the horizontal median line.
Nearly parallel dorsal and ventral margins converging slightly, in some 
specimens, toward the posterior. Postjacent to eye spot, a sharp, 
spiny dorsal rim extends posteriorly, parallels and obscures dorsum. 
Marginal rim bears five vertically or posteriorly inclined spines. Be­
neath posterior cardinal angle, end of margin rim plunges obliquely 
down across carapace and is terminated at or near the horizontal mid­
line. Ventral margin sinuous, spines absent along midsection of ventral 
edge between ventral angles. Anterior end broadly and obliquely rounded, 
making strong angle with dorsal margin. Beneath eye spot, anterior end 
has a rounded, elongate, discontinuous rim; dorsally the rim is strongly 
raised, continuous, tube-shaped; ventrally, there is a less prominent 
rim with several blunt nodes. Posterior end narrow, heavily spinose 
above and below. Above the muscle attachment numerous spines are closely 
grouped, occupying a single common base and separating into individual 
terminally-rounded spines. Anterior to this clustered group, a few 
lesser spines'ornament the grooved, circular furrow postjacent to an­
terior marginal rim. Remainder of spines on carapace are so aligned as 
to suggest a linear row. Hinge holamphidont.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5449, a complete carapace; 
length, 0.757 mm.; height, 0.371 mm.; width, 0.285 mm. Type specimen 
from Stone City bed X.
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Remarks.- This species is very similar to A. robusta and is 
closely related to it. Males of A. matthewsi have a very low and con­
tinuous dorsal marginal rim and present a very elongate, tubular shape. 
By these characters it may be separated from A. robusta which has a 
somewhat discontinuous marginal rim and by the very short broad males. 
Whereas a large number of male and female specimens of A. robusta were 
available, only males of A. matthewsi were observed, Actinocythereis 
thompsoni (Howe and Law) from the Vicksburg, another closely related 
species, can only be differentiated from A. matthewsi by the fine spines 
extending from the dorsal marginal rim of the latter. Otherwise, these 
two species are identical. No internal details observed as only com­
plete specimens were available for study.
ACTINOCYTHEREIS REKLAWENSIS (Stephenson)
Cythereis reklawensis Stephenson, 1944, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 18, p.
451, pi. 76, fig. 14.
Description.- Carapace subquadrate, elongate in side view. 
Greatest height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length near the 
horizontal midline. Dorsal and ventral margins nearly straight, almost 
parallel, or slightly converging posteriorly. Except at a small gap 
posterior to the eye spot, the dorsal margin, in the majority of speci­
mens, lies concealed by a prominent, but narrow, rim-like ridge of 
irregular height, which is terminated at both ends by short extensions 
of this ridge slanted obliquely downward. From this dorsal rim-like 
ridge several short subsidiary extensions branch downward. Ventral
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margin in left valve straight. In right valve, beneath and between . 
cardinal angles, margin is sinuous or sharply convex at midpoint. An­
terior end broadly and obliquely rounded and bears rows of spines. 
Extending around anterior end, beginning at the eye spot, is a rounded, 
elevated, continuous, tube-like rim devoid of ornamentation. Postjacent 
to the rim is a crescent-shaped, depressed area bounding the arcuate 
rim. Posterior end bluntly angular, ventrally and dorsally denticulate. 
Surface of carapace smooth, except where interrupted by longitudinal 
ridges. A thickened, irregular, horizontal ridge or irregular node . : 
situated slightly posterior to midpoint of shell height, is flanked 
posteriorly by a gap-like depressed area, behind which a narrow, irregu­
lar, laterally branching ridge extends posteriorly, slightly above the 
horizontal median line. Roughly paralleling the ventral margin, a 
third and lower, continuous undulating ridge is present in some speci­
mens, whereas in others the ridge is often replaced by being partially 
broken into a series of nodes or coarse spines. Remainder of shell 
wall is smooth, except for occasional spines which dot the surface here 
and there. Eye spherical, large, distinct.
Viewed from inside, the valves appear deep and thick. Mar­
ginal areas wide and flat, posteriorly narrowing to about one-third the 
anterior width. Right valve bears a thick anterior, ventral and pos­
terior lip line. At, or slightly in front of the mid-carapace, lip line 
infolds to form a moderately distinct flange. Numerous wavy or straight, 
thin radial pore canals, sometimes paired, occur around the anterior 
and posterior ends. Canals are fewer and less prominent posteriorly. 
Many of the radial canals pass through the antferior margin and appear
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to terminate anteriorly and posteriorly as thin, external denticula­
tions or spines. Line of concrescence along, or just within, the inner 
margin. Hinge holamphidont.
Remarks.- This species has been compared with Stephenson's 
cotypes L.S.U. Mus. no. 2380 and 2381 and found to be conspecific with 
them. It has a heavy massive shell, devoid of reticulations, but is 
easily recognizable because of the continuous lateral ridge along its 
dorsal margin and the two lower lateral or horizontal ridges which may 
or may not, but generally do remain unbroken for most of the carapace 
length. A. reklawensis (Stephenson) is somewhat similar to A. bastrop- 
ensis (Stephenson). The latter is generally more elongate in appear­
ance, and the lateral ridge pattern is finer than that of A. reklawensis 
and consequently is easily distinguishable.
ACTINOCYTHEREIS ROBUSTA Artusy, n. sp.
Plate VII, Figs. la-c.
Description.- Carapace subquadrate in side view. Greatest 
height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length near the horizontal 
midline. Dorsal and ventral margins usually parallel, sometimes con­
verging very slightly toward the posterior. Postjacent to the eye spot 
and projecting toward the posterior are several linearly arranged nodes 
continuing to mid-dorsum. From this point and projecting posteriorly, 
the nodes fuse to form a short spiny dorsal rim which parallels and par­
tially obscures the dorsal hinge line. At the posterior end this 
marginal end plunges obliquely downward, many times past the posterior
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cardinal angle. Ventral margin undulates slightly, free of spines. 
Anterior end broadly and obliquely rounded, - ornamented with fine spines, 
of which the inner row is most prominent. From the eye spot, the an­
terior end has a rounded, strongly elevated, discontinuous rim; dorsally 
the rim is tube-shaped and smooth. Rim bears several blunt ventral 
nodes. Postjacent to the rim a semicircular depression follows the 
curvature of the rim. Posterior end spinose, broad. The spines are 
prominent below the mid̂ line and absent above. Above the point of muscu­
lar attachment is a well-defined central node. Anterior to this node 
are a few smaller spines. Projecting posteriorly from just behind the 
node the remainder of the spines tend to be aligned in rows. The up­
permost row begins posterior to the central major node and extends along 
and almost parallel to the mid-line, terminating directly below postero- 
dorsal cardinal angle. Another row of nodes extends along the lower 
half of the carapace about half way between the central longitudinal 
row and the ventral margin. Eye spot large, spherical and very dis­
tinct. Hinge holamphidont.
Dimensions. -Holotype HVH no. 5451, a complete carapace: .length, 
0.757 mm.; height, O'.428 mm.; width, 0.371 mm. Type specimen from Stone 
City bed S.
Remarks.- A.robusta superficially resembles A. thompsoni 
(Howe and Law) from the Vicksburg. Although they are related, they dif­
fer in the development of the dorsal marginal rim. The latter species 
has a continuous, dorsal, marginal rim from which spines project along 
the posterior two-thirds of the carapace. With A. robusta the dorsal
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spines develop from a strong discontinuous marginal rim which con­
ceals the dorsal hinge in the posterior half of the carapace. This 
species is very similar to A. matthewsi from which it differs in shape 
of the carapace and in the development of the dorsal marginal rim. In 
A. matthewsi, the rim is low, long and continuous and the males are 
longer and less broad than males of A. robusta. No females of A. mat­
thewsi were available for comparison.
ACTINOCYTHEREIS SPLENDENS (Sutton and Williams)
Cythereis splendens Sutton and Williams, 1939, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 
13, p. 563, pi. 63, figs. 12-14.
[non] Cythereis splendens Sutton and Williams.- Stephenson, 1946, idem, 
vol. 20, p. 340, pi. 44, fig. 6; pi. 45, fig. 10.
[non] Cythereis cf. splendens Sutton and Williams■.•-Swain, 1948, Dept.
of Geology, Mines and Water Resources, State of Maryland,
Geol. Bull. 2, p. 205, pi. 13, fig. 11.
Description.- Carapace elongate in side view. Greatest 
height at anterior cardinal angle. Width uniform from anterior to pos­
terior cardinal angles, carapace becoming only slightly thicker at nodes 
about three-tenths of distance from anterior end. Greatest length near 
the middle. Dorsal and ventral margins very slightly converge posteri­
orly. Extending posteriorly from beneath the cardinal angle, a dorsal 
rim with four to five spines conceals the dorsum. In the vicinity of 
the posterior cardinal angle this dorsal margin turns downward obliquely 
and terminates short of horizontal mid-line of carapace. Ventral margin 
sinuous, culminating In a convex, V-shaped, angular bulge about at
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mid-point of venter. V-shape bulge most prominently visible in right 
valve. Anterior end broadly rounded. Below eye spot, anterior end is 
flanged by a rounded, discontinuous rim. Dorsally the rim is tube­
like, continuous and raised. Ventrally, the rim disappears, being 
replaced by blunt nodes. Narrow posterior end, spinose, with spines 
equally divided dorsally and ventrally except at the junction of pos­
terior and ventral margins, where the spines tend to cluster, assuming 
a "goatee-like" appearance, directed posteriorly and downward from the 
carapace. Surface smooth, glassy and nonreticulate. Generally four 
or more irregularly arranged spineis cluster together above the point 
of main muscular attachment. A crescentic furrow, anterior to clus­
tered area, bears a few scattered spines. Postjacent to spiny muscle 
cluster is the rather indistinct, linear, almost row-like, upper group­
ing of spines, projecting horizontally toward the posterior end and 
terminating near the terminal part of the obliquely plunging dorsal 
rim. In the lower half of the carapace, another, but much stronger 
row-like arrangement of spines occurs. Beginning at the antero-ventral 
angle, a lower spiny row-like configuration crosses the lower part of 
the carapace just above and almost parallel to the ventral margin, ex­
tends obliquely upward, and terminates at the horizontal mid-line 
almost directly beneath the posterior cardinal angle. Eye spot large 
and prominent located in anterior portion of cardinal angle. Hinge 
holamphidont.
Remarks.- The author's species was compared directly to 
holotype number X-1255 at the University of Illinois and found to be
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conspecific with it. The Claiborne members of this species are char­
acterized by the limited number of nodes and spines, some of which are 
in a line on a smooth surface. In addition it is characterized by an 
outward convexity of the ventral margin, which at mid-carapace generally 
shows a distinct outwardly pointed V. Posterior to this point, ventral 
margin terminates in a series of spines which resemble a "goatee" 
pointed posteriorly downward and outward. Since this species is totally 
unlike any of its other Claiborne associates, it will not be confused 
with them.
Genus BUNTONIA Howe, 1935
Buntonia Howe, in Howe and Chambers, 1935, Louisiana Dept. Cons. Geol. 
Bull. 5, p. 22.
Genotype: Buntonia shubutaensis Howe, 1935.
BUNTONIA ALABAMENSIS (Howe and Pyeatt)
Cythereis (?) alabamensis Howe and Pyeatt (M.S.), 1934, Louisiana Dept. 
Cons. Geol. Bull. 4, p. 50, pi. 4, figs. 2, 5, 7-10.
Pyrieythereis alabamensis (Howe and Pyeatt) (part).- Stephenson, 1944, 
Jour. Paleontology, vol. 18, p. 453, pi. 76, figs. 2,3.
Pyrieythereis alabamensis (Howe and Pyeatt).- Stepjienson, 1946, idem, 
vol. 20, p. 330, pi. 42, fig. 12.
Description.- Carapace subpyriform. Greatest height at 
anterior cardinal angle. Dorsal margin straight except where concealed 
behind a convexly arched carapace inflation just posterior to middle. 
Shell wall mildly constricted postjacent to postero-cardinal angle.
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Ventral margin straight, occasionally obscured by a swelling of the 
carapace near the middle. Dorsal and ventral margins strongly converge 
toward posterior. Left valve slightly larger than right. Anterior end 
broadly and obliquely rounded, strongly produced above, forming an an- 
gulate area. An elevated keel-like rim extends from the eye spot 
around the anterior end and just inside and parallel to the anterior 
margin. Posterior end narrow, compressed, bluntly rounded to bluntly 
angulate. Strong sexual dimorphism. Surface of carapace covered with 
a series of low intersecting ridges which are most prominent longitu­
dinally. Ridges intersect to form a very reticulate pattern. Between 
intersecting ridges are pits of various size and shapes. Just above 
and just below horizontal mid-line, rather prominent longitudinal ribs 
are best developed. Other longitudinal ribs, but less prominent, cross 
the lower one-half of the carapace. Eye spot appears as a-'prominent 
enlarged tubercle at initial end of anterior rim. Most prominent in 
left valve, seldom discernible in right. Hinge amphidont.
Remarks.- The dorsal hinge line of this species tends to be 
almost straight except at its mid-point, where a slight convexity is 
present. By this convexity the species can generally be differentiated 
externally from most other Buntonias. It may further be differentiated 
from sp. A since the latter does not exhibit the strong longitudinal 
ribbing and anterior marginal rectangular pitting of Buntonia alaba- 
mensis.
BUNTONIA sp. A.
Plate III, Figs. 4a-c.
Dimensions.- Hypotype HVH no. 5460, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.671 mm.; height, 0.357 mm.; width, 0.371 mm. Type specimen 
from Stone City bed D.
Remarks.- The figured specimen is a male. Although it lacks 
the rectangular pits between its outer and inner marginal rim so char­
acteristic of Buntonia alabamensis, it may also be further differentiated 
from the latter by the dorsal view. Observed from above, Buntonia sp. A 
has sides which are roughly parallel in contrast to the almond shape 
of B. alabamensis. It is possible that Buntonia sp. A should be placed 
in synonomy with B. alabamensis.
Genus HENRYHOWELIA Puri, 1956
Henryhowella Puri, 1957, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 31, no. 5, p. 982. 
Genotype: Howella evax (Ulrich and Bassler) Puri, 1956.
HENRYHOWELLA (?) COUSMINERI Artusy, n. sp.
Plate IV, Fig. 4; Plate VI, Fig. 4.
Description.- Carapace elongate, subquadrate in side view. 
Greatest height at anterior cardinal angle. Dorsal and ventral margins 
nearly straight, almost parallel and in some specimens may converge 
very slightly. Except for a small oblique gap located posterior to eye 
spot, the dorsal margin is concealed by a prominent, narrow, thread-like
undulating ridge of irregular height. This ridge is terminated by- 
short, ventrally plunging ends. From this dorsal rim-like ridge sev­
eral short subsidiary extensions angle downward. Ventral margin 
straight to moderately sinuous, occasionally becoming somewhat convex 
at mid-point. Anterior end broadly and obliquely rounded, bearing sev­
eral rows of spines. Beginning at the eye spot and extending around 
the anterior end is a crescent-shaped, elevated, continuous tube-like 
rim which is often nodose. Postjacent to this rim is a crescentic, 
reticulate, depressed area bordering the interior of curved rim. Pos­
terior end bluntly rounded, denticulate with fine to medium fine ventral 
and dorsal spines. Surface rough, semi-reticulate, covered almost en­
tirely by numerous quadrate and pentagonal pits. Thickened raised inner; 
areas enclosing pits stand in relief to form two irregular and almost 
horizontal ridges. The first surficial ridge distinct and elevated, 
extends posteriorly from point of muscle attachment along horizontal 
median line and terminates short of posterior free margin. Slightly 
postjacent to the deep, crescent-shaped, anterior groove, and from a 
point just above the ventral margin, a second and less distinct lon­
gitudinal surficial ridge formed from raised inner areas extends almost 
parallel to and just above the ventral margin. Extending upward and 
downward from the median and the ventrally placed horizontal ridges are 
numerous perpendicular, oblique riblets. Eye spot medium size, spheri­
cal and most distinct in well-preserved specimens. Valves moderately 
deep, thin, translucent. Marginal zone flat, narrow to moderately 
broad. Narrow, thin lip line very prominent in right valve, extends 
around anterior, ventral and posterior margins. Lip line is very
slightly Infolded just in front of center of carapace where an indis­
tinct flange is present. Numerous thin, straight, or wavy pore canals, 
sometimes pair around the margins, hut occur less frequently toward the 
posterior than toward the anterior. The line of concrescence lies 
close to and just within the inner margin. No vestibule is present. 
Hinge holamphidont. Hinge of right valve consists of an anterior,j 
rounded or slightly elongate tooth, postjacent socket and a posterior 
smooth and elongate tooth, connected by a narrow, shallow interterminal 
groove. Left valve complements the right. Muscle scar pattern simple 
with four muscle scars arranged in a vertical, slightly arcuate pattern 
within the central node depression. A kidney-shaped muscle scar is 
situated anteriorly.
Dimensions. - Holotype HVH .no. 5486, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.628mm.; height, 0.371mm.; width, 0.342mm. Type specimen 
from Stone City bed D. Paratype HVH no. 5487, a left valve: length,
0.742 mm,; height, 0.457 mm. Type specimen from Stone City bed X.
Remarks.- The description of this species is that of a fe­
male. The males are much more tubular and elongate than the females. 
The latter are shorter and the ends more blunt. The ornamentation is 
essentially the same in both. The area adjacent to pits often bears 
small spines. Inasmuch as these spines are often not visible, it is 
presumed that they have been eliminated by wear or by undergoing di­
gestion by mud-eating animals or by both these processes. Both valves 
of Henryhowella (?) cousmineri bear a dorsal ridge which slopes gradu­
ally downward from near mid-carapace and terminates beneath and pos­
terior to the eye spot.
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HEHRYHOWELIA (?) LILLARDI Artusy, n. sp.
Plate IV, Figs. la-d, 2.
Description.- Carapace elongate, subquadrate in side view. 
Greatest height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length near the 
horizontal median line. Dorsal and ventral margins straight, slightly 
convergent posteriorly but almost parallel. Postjacent to eye spot a 
small oblique groove separates eye spot from the fine spine-bearing 
dorsal ridge, which conceals the hinge line as far as the posterior 
cardinal angle. Ventral margin straight in left valve; right valve 
margin has an outwardly projecting convex configuration at about ven­
tral margin mid-point. Anterior end broadly rounded, produced above 
and only slightly below, bearing several rows of small, short, fine 
marginal spines. Posterior to eye spot, a strong anteriorly convex 
depression extends around just inside anterior end. From the eye spot 
extends a marginal, crescent-shaped rim, spine-bearing in ventral half, 
solid in dorsal half. Posterior end bluntly angulate at point where 
ventral and dorsal margins merge. Rim finely spinose above and below. 
Surface of carapace completely covered with small, thin, raised ridges, 
which intersect to form a reticulation with irregularly arranged pits. 
Carapace surface rough and undulating; in upper portion, just above 
point of muscle attachment, a few spines and enlarged reticulate ridges 
fuse to form a small, mound-like knob. Beginning postjacent to this 
small mound and extending posteriorly, a faint, raised, reticulate 
ridge extends to the posterior free margin and lies congruent to the 
horizontal median line. A second similar raised area, bearing a few
spines, angles obliquely upward from the intersection of anterior free 
and ventral margins, paralleling the upper median line row. Lower 
raised ridge terminates directly beneath the posterior cardinal angle. 
Eye spot of medium size, spherical and very distinct. Viewed from in­
side, valves appear moderately deep to rather deep. Marginal zone 
narrow and flattened, narrowing posteriorly. Thin lip line in both 
valves, but more prominent in the left. Abundant, wavy or straight, 
radial pore canals extend to the margins and become especially prominent 
in the anterior and posterior regions beneath the horizontal median 
line. Where spines apparently terminate at the margin, they are re­
placed by tiny marginal spines which appear to be extensions of radial 
pore canals. Line of concrescence coincident with the inner margins, 
but because of presence of much matrix, some of the internal details 
are obscured, especially toward the anterior. Hinge holamphidont.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5488, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.657 mm.; height, 0.342 mm.; width, 0.314 mm.; type specimen 
from Stone City bed D. Paratype HVH no. 5489, a right valve: length,
0.642 mm.; height, 0.314 mm.; type specimen from Stone-City bed S.
Remarks.- The dorsal ridge which plunges anteriorly, along 
with the massive reticulations and the anterior rim, which is spiny 
both dorsally and ventrally, distinguish this species. An additional 
characteristic of importance is the broad, noticeably bulbous dorsal 
outline which tends to become slightly constricted just behind the point 
of anterior muscle attachment.
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HENRYHOWELIA (?) SMITHVTLLEWSIS (Sutton and Williams)
Cythereis smithvillensis Sutton and Williams [partim], 1939, Jour.
Paleontology, vol. 13, p. 564, pi. 63, figs. 19, 20 (not 
fig. 18).
[non] Trachyleberis smithvillensis (Sutton and Williams).- Swain, 1951, 
U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 234-A, p. 35, pi. 5, fig. 9.
Description.- Carapace subquadrate, elongate in side view. 
Greatest height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length near hori­
zontal median line. Dorsal and ventral margins subparallel, slightly 
converging posteriorly. Dorsal margin spiny, interrupted by a wide gap 
just behind the eye spot. Most prominent part of dorsal margin is an 
irregular ridge bearing four to five spines, some of which tend to bi­
furcate. Dorsal ridge partially obscures hinge line, terminating be­
neath cardinal angle, where it turns obliquely downward, developing into 
a broad flange. Ventral margin straight to moderately sinuous, covered 
with blunt spines between the antero-ventral and postero-ventral angles. 
Anterior end broadly rounded, produced strongly above in adults, sus­
taining three parallel rows of fine spines. From the produced area 
behind the eye spot, horizontally projecting posteriorly a narrow 
blade-like ridge, bearing four to five large spines, occasionally bifur­
cated, projects posteriorly, obliquely arching downward, and forms a 
thin prominent, almost vertical flange just beneath the posterior car­
dinal angle. Extending around the anterior end is a strongly rounded 
marginal rim beginning at the eye spot. From this initial point a dis­
tinct, broad and blade-like flange is situated atop the rim, extending 
downward throughout the first one-fourth of its length. Remainder of
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the rim hears numerous small spines throughout entire length. Posterior 
end subacuminate, ventrally bearing numerous large spines. Surface ir­
regular, rough,and entirely covered by small, subquadrate to pentagonal 
pits tending to have linear arrangement. Directly beneath ventral mar­
ginal gap at horizontal median line are several large, blade-like, al­
most .perpencidular spines which are horizontally aligned and project 
posteriorly, terminating just short of the prominent arcuate dorsal mar­
ginal flange. Half-way between this medial spiny ridge and the ventral 
margin there is another similar arrangement of spines, Eye spot small, 
spherical and distinct. Valves shallow, thin and translucent; marginal 
areas extremely flat, broad, only slightly narrower posteriorly. Mar­
ginal rim slightly infolded to form an almost unnoticeable flange just 
in front of mid-carapace. Wavy, occasionally paired, thin radial pore 
canals visible through the duplicature, apparently terminate at the mar­
ginal rims, where they are replaced by thin, fine spines and occasion­
ally by small tubercles. Line of concrescence apparently coincides with 
inner margin; no vestibule is evident. Features of the inner margin 
are obscured by matrix of recrystallized materials. Hinge holamphidont.
Remarks. - A comparison of the author's figures with Sutton 
and Williams’ original figures shows few similarities. However, the 
author's specimens were compared with the syntypes of Henryhowella (?) 
smithvillensis (Sutton and Williams) at the University of Illinois and 
the author's specimens were found to be conspeeific with them. The 
presence of a flattened flange, which constitutes part of the inner an­
terior margin just anterior to and just ventral to the eye spot, makes
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this species distinguishable from all other reticulate species of Kenry- 
howella in the Stone City. Although Sutton and Williams considered 
H. smithvillensis close to Actinocythereis splendens (Sutton and Williams), 
it is impossible to confuse with the latter, which has a smooth cara­
pace in contrast to the present species, which is reticulate.
HEHRYHOWELLA (?) STONECITYENSIS Artusy, n. sp.
Plate VI, Figs. la-c.
Description.- Carapace elongate, tapering in side view.
Maximum height at eye spot position. Greatest length along horizontal 
median line. Dorsal and ventral margins straight, strongly convergent 
posteriorly. An oblique, reticulate groove separates eye spot from the 
spiny dorsal ridge which conceals the hinge line up to the posterior 
cardinal angle. Ventral margin straight, spiny forming a continuous 
ridge between the anterior and posterior ventral cardinal angle. An­
terior end broadly and obliquely rounded, produced strongly above, 
slightly below, and bearing a distinct double row of fine spines. Pos­
terior to eye spot an anteriorly convex, arcuate rim, strongly reticu­
late throughout, extends around the anterior end just within the distinct, 
continuous, arcuate, spinose anterior marginal rim. Posterior end angu- 
late, with numerous fine to coarse ventral and dorsal spines. Surface 
of carapace rough, irregular, covered with a network of raised inter­
secting ridges, between which are numerous shallow or deep, irregularly 
shaped pits. Pits show no tendency toward alignment. Generally, above 
point of anterior muscle attachment, pits and reticulate ridges tend to
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coarsen and cluster into a reticulate, indistinct, knob-like mound.
Here and there, reticulate ridges occasionally become strongly raised 
and develop teat-like projections, which appear as almost perpendicular 
or oblique spines. Eye spot bead-like, minute and faint.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5491, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.771 mm.; height, 0.400 mm.; width, 0.300 mm. Type specimen 
from Stone City bed P.
Remarks.- This particular species is readily distinguished . 
from similar reticulate and spinose species by the small ridge which 
begins just in front of mid-carapace region, plunging obliquely downward 
and anteriorly to terminate beneath and just behind the eye spot. No 
other spiny reticulate species possess this reticulate character. Only 
whole specimens were available for study, and therefore no internal 
details are reported.
HENRYH0WELIA (?) WASHBURNI (Stephenson)
Plate VI, Figs. 3a-c.
Cythereis washburni Stephenson, 1944, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 18, p. 
452, pi. 76, fig. 8.
Trachyleberis washburni Stephensoni.-.Blake, 1950, idem, vol. 24, p. 180, 
pi. 30, figs. 20-22.
Description.- Carapace subquadrate in side view. Greatest 
height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length near horizontal 
median line. Dorsal and ventral margins almost straight. Both often
partially or completely obscured by surface ornamentation. Posterior 
to the eye spot is a dorsal margin prickly with spines, obscuring the 
hinge line. By an abrupt turn obliquely downward, it terminates at the 
posterior cardinal angle, where a sharp flange develops. Anterior end 
broadly and obliquely rounded, slightly produced above, denticulated 
with a double row of spines. Beginning in the anterior cardinal angle 
at the eye spot is a continuous, raised, marginal rim extending around 
the anterior end and ventrally exhibiting a few node-like projections. 
Posterior end compressed, subangular, dorsally truncate. Surface 
prickly, semireticulate, with numerous quadrate and pentagonal pits. 
Occupying a median position and beginning above the point of muscle at­
tachment is an indistinct, slender, discontinuous, horizontal ridge, 
bearing occasional spines. Slightly more distinct is a lower, fluted, 
spipy cluster, linearly arranged and resembling a ridge. Spines project­
ing from ridge parallel and often partially obscure the ventral margin. 
Remainder of carapace covered with a series of vestigial, low, inter­
secting ridges in a reticulate pattern, here and there interrupted by 
numerous, scattered, short, spines. Eye spot spherical, rather small 
and generally distinct. Valves deep, thick; marginal zone flat, broad 
anteriorly and posteriorly. Thin ventral lip line slightly infolded 
just in front of carapace center to form a flange. Numerous straight 
or wavy, more or less parallel, radial pore canals terminate at the 
marginal rim, where they are replaced by marginal tubercles and spines. 
Line of concrescence and inner margin coincident; vestibule absent.
Hinge holamphidont.
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Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5492, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.735 mm.; height, 0.442 mm.; '-width, 0.371. Type specimen from 
Stone City bed W=
Remarks.- The author's figured specimen is very close to 
Henryhowella (?) washburni (Stephenson) although it is not identical in 
every respect. In the present study a very broad grouping of species, 
possibly three or more, is included here.
Genus HERMANITES Puri, 1955
Hermanites Puri, 1955, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 29, p. 586.
Genotype: Hermania reticulata Puri, 1953.
HERMANITES (?) INORNATA Artusy, n. sp.
Plate III, Figs. la-c.
Description.- Carapace oblong, subquadrate in side view. 
Greatest height at anterior cardinal angle. Dorsal margin straight, ven­
tral margin very slightly convex, converging slightly toward the pos­
terior. From just above the eye spot the dorsal rim slopes gradually to­
ward the posterior, concealing the hinge line. The ventral margin has a 
thin rim from anterior to posterior. Anterior end broadly and obliquely 
rounded, having a moderately broad rim. Posterior end bluntly angulate. 
Thin narrow rims connect the broader anterior and posterior rims both 
ventrally and dorsally. Surface of carapace moderately smooth, trans­
lucent to opaque and, in many areas, pore canals may be seen through 
the surface. A large swollen area lies along the horizontal median
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line just anterior to carapace middle. From a point just above the 
anterior ventral angle, a moderately prominent ridge extends posteriorly 
just above the ventral margin, finally terminating in the form of a 
small, wing-like knob about one-fourth carapace length from carapace 
end and almost directly beneath end of posterior dorsal ridge. Eye 
spot small and indistinct. As seen from above, carapace attains maxi­
mum width between anterior knobs above points of anterior muscle attach­
ment. Posterior to these swellings, carapace walls are almost parallel 
to a point just in front of posterior ventral angle. From points of 
anterior and posterior maximum width, carapace tapers sharply to form 
angulate terminal ends. Hinge holamphidont.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5493, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.535 mm.; height, 0.301 mm.; width, 0.285 mm. Type specimen 
from Stone City bed W.
Remarks.- A very easily recognizable species because of its 
rather rounded appearance in side view and because of the short ridge 
just above and paralleling the ventral margin. It is distinguished by 
its moderately smooth surface, through which many pore canals are ob­
servable.
Genus QUADRACYTHERE Hornibrook, 1952 
Quadracythere Hornibrook, 1952, New Zealand Paleo. Bull. 18, p. 43. 
Genotype: Cythere truneula Brady, 1898.
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QUADRACYTHERE (?) BURSILIDIDES (Stadnichenko)
Plate VIII, Fig. 3.
(?) Cythereis bassleri Ulrich.- Cushman, 1925, Am. Assoc. Petroleum 
Geol. Bull., vol. 9, p. 302, pi. 8, figs. 3a-c.
Cythereis bursilloides Stadnichenko, 1927, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 1, p.
239, pi. 39, figs. 21-23. Sutton and Williams, 1939, idem, vol.
13, p. 567, pi. 63, figs. 7-9. Gooch, 1939, idem, vol. 13, p.
583, pi. 67, figs. 12, 13. Stephenson, 1946, idem, vol. 20, p.
335, pi. 45, figs. 14-17.
Description.- Carapace tumid, subquadrate in side view.
Highest point at anterior cardinal angle. Dorsal margin moderately con­
vex from just behind eye spot for about one-half carapace length, where 
it rapidly changes, becoming slightly concave and strongly arched above 
the postero-cardinal angle. Ventral margin rimmed, rough and sinuous, 
with a tendency to become moderately convex. Both margins parallel and 
in some specimens becoming subparallel, converging only slightly toward 
the posterior. Anterior end broadly rounded. Strongly produced above, 
slightly below. Anterior end broadly rounded. Anterior end bears a 
thickened rim just inside the periphery, which slopes sharply forward 
and downward.from above the eye spot. Anterior rim set forth in rather 
bold relief by the series of deep pits which parallel it. Rim slightly 
denticulate along margin in lower two-thirds of periphery. From the 
eye spot, the rim gradually slopes posteriorly developing a slight con­
cavity. Posterior end broadly rimmed, compressed, and sloping off 
steeply from the posterior cardinal angle, developing a bluntly angu- 
late end which is slightly concave above, convex below. Occasionally 
one or two blunt spines appear on concave upper half, generally three
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or more prominent, blunt spines on convex lower half. Surface of cara­
pace coarsely pitted, bearing moderately deep, well-defined reticula­
tions apparently separated by slightly raised, smooth, glassy, inner 
areas that generally appear like rows and are for the most part regu­
larly and linearly arranged. Surface bears a large swelling in front 
of the center, from the anterior portion of which two or three indis­
tinct ridges extend almost horizontally. Prominent dorsal ridge begins 
just below and behind the eye spot, broadly arches convexly upward in 
the vicinity of the postero-cardinal angle, terminating just below the 
middle of the posteriorly pointed end. The prominent lower ridge 
projects posteriorly, is almost horizontal or slightly arched outward 
and extends from the junction of anterior and ventral margins to ter­
minate as a prominent wing-like projection just above and in front of 
the junction of the ventral and posterior margins. Eye spot large, 
well-developed, distinct. Occasional specimens show double eye spot. 
Viewed from above, the species appears to be thickest in the region of 
central swelling. Viewed from the inside, carapace deep, moderately 
thick. Moderately wide marginal areas narrower posteriorly and ven­
trally. The thin lip line present on both valves is infolded just in 
front of mid-carapace where it forms a flange. Radial pore canals 
numerous, wavy to straight, sometimes paired. There are approximately 
thirty-one or thirty-two present on the anterior and about twelve 
present oh the posterior. Postjacent to and just within the anterior
marginal rim are five or six very conspicuous normal pore canals. Line
* . of concrescence coincides with inner margin so that no distinct vesti­
bule was formed. Above and just behind the posterior cardinal angle,
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carapace infolds forming a V-shaped pocket-like depression which rises 
above the dorsal margin with the carapace. Normal pore canals lead to 
surface pits which are linearly aligned and cross the carapace. Between 
long rows of these pore canals are straight or slightly arched lucid 
areas which are seldom less than one-third carapace length, generally 
longer. Hinge holamphidont.
Dimensions.- Homeotype HVH no. 5503, a right valve: length,
0.700 mm.; height, 0.390 mm. 'Type specimen from Stone City bed W.
Remarks.- The figured specimens are identical with Stadni- 
chenko's holotype at the United States National Museum. Specimen is 
also close to L.S.U. Mus. no. 2113, Quadracythere bursilloides (Stad­
nichenko ).- Gooch.
QUADRACYTHERE (?) IEEANA (Stadnichenko)
Plate VIII, Fig. 4.
Cythere leeana Stadnichenko, 1927, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 1, p. 236, 
pi. 39, fig. 26. Gooch, 1939, idem, vol. 13, p. 583, pi. 67, 
fig. 14.
Description.- Carapace inflated, subquadrate in side view. 
Greatest height at posterior cardinal angle. Dorsal margin convex in 
anterior half of -carapace. Posterior to eye spot, at mid-carapace, 
dorsal margin becomes slightly concave; then above the postero-cardinal 
angle a strong, convex arch again develops. Ventral margin strongly 
rimmed becoming slightly convex generally beneath postero-ventral angle.
Both margins roughly parallel showing, in many specimens, a very slight 
anterior convergence. Anterior end broadly rounded, produced strongly . 
above, slightly below. Around the anterior end is a moderately strong 
peripheral rim which slopes forward and downward from the eye spot. Rim 
is delineated by a series of pits which form the concave inner margin 
of the peripheral rim. Rim generally has very weak denticulations. 
Posterior end broadly rimmed with extremeties compressed and steeply 
slopes from the posterior cardinal angle, meeting the more gently slop­
ing ventral margin to form an extremely angulate posterior end which is 
concave above and convex below. Posterior end often denticulate both 
above and below. Surface of carapace moderately smooth, translucent to 
opaque, bearing occasional rows of linearly arranged, coarse pits. 
Reticulate pits separated by smooth, hyaline interareas. Surface bears 
a large, mound-like swelling above the point of anterior muscle attach­
ment just in front of center. From this mound, indistinct ridges oc­
casionally project horizontally. A rather prominent dorsal ridge begins 
below and just behind the eye spot to arch convexly upward above the 
postero-cardinal angle and to terminate well short of the postero-. 
angulate end. A second and lower ridge projects horizontally just above 
the ventral margin, beginning at junction of anterior and ventral mar­
gins and terminating as an alate projection just above and anterior to 
junction of ventral and posterior margins. Eye spot moderately large 
to large, well developed and distinct. Viewed from above, the species 
is thickest at the point of anterior central swelling and compressed 
toward the extremities. Hinge holamphidont.
Dimensions.- Homeotype HVH no. 5504, a right valve: length,
0.665 mm.; height, 0.385 mm. Type specimen from Cook Mt., Wheelock 
Member, four feet above Stenzel bed AA.
Remarks.- Figured specimen compared with Stadnichenko's types 
at the United States National Museum and found to be conspecific with 
them.
Genus TRACHYLEBERIS Brady, 1898
Trachyleberis Brady, 1898, Zool. Soc. London, Proc. for 1898, p. 203- 
204.
Genotype: Cythere scabroeuneata Brady, 1880 (in part).
TRACHYLEBERIS FRAGOSA Artusy, n. sp.
Plate VI, Figs. 2a-c.
Description.- Carapace elongate, subquadrate in side view. 
Greatest height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest length along hori­
zontal median line. Dorsal and ventral margins straight, slighton con­
verging posteriorly. A small groove separates the eye spot from a low, 
narrow, coarsely spined ridge concealing the dorsal margin as far as 
the posterior cardinal angle. Ventral margin straight, smooth, without 
spines between the anterior and posterior ventral angles. Anterior 
end broadly rounded, produced slightly above with double rows of fine 
marginal spines. Beginning at the eye spot, a marginal rim extends 
downward, outlining the anterior end and terminating in the vicinity of 
the antero-ventral angle. Upper half of rim has partially visible
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nodes which become more strongly developed on ventral half. Posterior 
end bluntly rounded, bearing blunt nodes. Surface very rough, com­
pletely covered with a network of fine to coarse nodes, which in some 
cases suggest regular arrangement. At point of anterior muscle attach­
ment, nodes cluster, forming an indistinct mound. Eye spot small and
Sdistinct. Since only entire specimens were available for study, no in­
ternal details could be observed.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5507, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.785 mm.; height, 0.385 mm.; width, 0.330 mm. Type specimen 
from Stone City bed W.
Remarks.- The rough and highly noded carapace is easily dis­
tinguished from all other species referred to the genus Trachyleberis 
in the Claiborne. It differs in its characteristically parallel or 
nearly parallel dorsal and ventral margins which, together with the 
narrow width, cause an elongate appearance. The present species is dif­
ferentiated from Trachyleberis sagittula Artusy n. sp. by the charac­
ters must mentioned, as well as the V-shaped outward projection of the 
mid-ventral margin in the right valve of the latter.
TRACHYLEBERIS SAGITTUIA Artusy, n. sp.
Plate VII, Figs. 4, 5.
Description.- Carapace elongate, subquadrate in side view. 
Greatest height at anterior cardinal angle. Greatest width at anterior 
cardinal angle. Greatest length near the middle. -Dorsal and ventral
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margins tapering toward the posterior. Extending posteriorly from a 
point just beneath the anterior cardinal angle, a spiny dorsal rim, 
generally with five or six fine or medium-Bized spines, conceals the 
dorsal hinge line. Near the posterior cardinal angle, ventral margin 
turns obliquely downward, terminating short of horizontal mid-line of 
carapace. Ventral margin sinuous. At ventral mid-line a V-shaped, 
nodular projection j l s  directed outward from the shell of the right 
valve. Anterior end broadly and obliquely rounded. Beneath the eye 
spot a flange projects anteriorly and forms a rounded, continuous rim 
which terminates about two-thirds carapace length downward from eye 
spot, where rim is replaced by three or four small nodes which outline 
remainder of anterior end and terminate at intersection of ventral mar­
gin. Posterior end narrow, acuminate and spinose above and below hori­
zontal mid-line. Surface of carapace smooth and hyaline. Above the 
point of muscle attachment four or five spines concentrate to form a 
slightly raised boss. Remainder of carapace ornamented with numerous 
small to medium-sized, irregularly arranged nodes, which occasionally 
become spinose. Eye spot large and prominent, in anterior portion of 
cardinal angle. Hinge holamphidont.
Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5509, a right valve: length,
0.785 mm.; Jieight, 0.357 mm. Type specimen from Stone City bed S. 
Paratype HVH no. 5510, a left valve: length, 0.785 mm.; height, 0.300 mm.
Type specimen from Stone City bed D.
Remarks.- The rather smooth surface of the carapace in this 
species, together with the 'V-shaped ventral projection in the right
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valve, gives it an unusual appearance by which it may be distinguished 
from all other species of Trachyleberis in the Stone City beds.
INCERTAE SEDIS 
Genus JANEINA Artusy, n. gen.
CYTHERE (part) of authors 
CYTHERETTA (part) of authors
Type species: Cythere evergreenica Stadnichenko 1927, Jour. Paleontology,
vol. 1, p. 235, pi. 39, fig. 25.
Diagnosis.- The taxonomic position of Janeina is doubtful. In 
outline and sculpture it:is very similar to the genus Cytheretta, from 
which it is easily distinguished by the muscle scar pattern. Whereas the 
central pattern of scars in Cytheretta includes four vertically arranged 
scars, no linear arrangement is present in Janeina. The carapace is of 
average size, somewhat bulbous, and is elongate-ovate in lateral view. 
Strongly produced at antero-cardinal angle. Left valve strongly overlaps 
the right in cardinal angle areas and along the ventral margin. In dor­
sal outline, the carapace appears almond-shaped. The posterior end is 
widely inflated. Surface smooth except for several well developed, 
curved or straight longitudinal ribs which generally parallel the dorsal 
and ventral margins. Hinge is rather simple, having an anterior tooth, 
postjacent socket, finely crenulate interminal groove and posterior 
tooth. Hinge in Janeina is very close to that of Cytheretta.
Known range.- Cook Mountain - Stone City.
Etymology.- Named in honor of my wife, Jane Artusy.
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JANEINA. EVERGREENICA (Stadnichenko)
Plate VIII, Figs. la-d, 2.
Description.- Carapace elongate-ovate. Dorsal margin sinuous, 
ventral margin slightly concave near the middle; margins slightly con­
vergent posteriorly. Greatest height at anterior cardinal angle. 
Greatest length along horizontal mid-line. Left valve much larger than 
right and with a different shape. Left valve strongly overlaps at car­
dinal angles and between antero- and postero-ventral angles. Anterior 
end broadly and obliquely rounded, strongly produced above, slightly 
below. Posterior end bluntly angulate. Surface of carapace ornamented 
with well-developed longitudinal ribs which may be curved or straight, 
and for the most part extend parallel to the dorsal and ventral margins. 
Terminal rib ends often bifurcate and tend to converge and become indis­
tinct near anterior and posterior margins. Carapace slightly depressed 
just behind anterior cardinal angle. Hinge in the right valve with a 
large, rounded, anterior tooth; a large, rounded, postjacent socket 
merges into a long, shallow, narrow, finely crenulate interterminal 
groove, which slightly widens posteriorly where it terminates at the 
large, ovate,posterior tooth. Hinge in left valve consists of a large 
rounded anterior socket and a posterior, elongate-ovate socket con­
nected by a thin interterminal bar of uniform width which widens and 
steeply slopes downward at point where it is tangent to anterior socket. 
Viewed from inside, valves are moderately deep and marginal areas wide. 
Marginal pore canals numerous, closely spaced, long or curved and oc­
casionally paired; initial ends close together but diverge toward
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anterior margin. Canals are less closely spaced on ventral third of 
carapace. In posterior marginal areâ  approximately six, widely spaced, 
pore canals are present. Inner margin and line of concrescence appear 
to coincide. The muscle scar pattern consists of a posterior cluster 
of four tangent scars, two in a vertical line and two in a horizontal 
line. An almond-shaped scar appears anterior to this cluster in the 
single specimen where scars are visible.
Dimensions.- Neotype HVH no. 5494, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.713 mm.; height, 0.385 mm.; width, 0.330 mm. Type specimen 
from 34'feet below bridge at Stone City. Paratype HVH no. 5495, a 
right valve: length, 0.712 mm,; height, 0.370 mm. Type specimen from
Stone City bed V.
Remarks.- Specimens of Janeina have been compared with fig­
ures of Cytheretta rubra Mtiller, the genotype for Cytheretta. Janeina 
evergreenica (Stadnichenko) superficially appears to be a Cytheretta. 
Most true Cytherettas which have been observed appear to have numerous 
pore canals linearly aligned. Whereas numerous tiny pore canals are 
present at the surface of J. evergreenica, no pore canal lineation is 
apparent. Best results in observing the surficial characters of this 
species were obtained by staining . Janeina may be further differen­
tiated from Cytheretta by the unusual muscle scar pattern and width of 
marginal areas. Typical Cytherettas have a very broad anterior marginal 
and an ”S"-s’haped line of concrescence in the antero-ventral region, but 
Janeina has an anterior marginal area no more than half as wide as that 
of Cytheretta, and there are no observable abnormalities in its line of
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concrescence. Janeina has fewer pore canals along its posterior margin. 
The central group of muscle scars appears to be a cluster, four in num­
ber, and therefore resembles those of Paracytheretta. The latter has an 
anterior heart-shaped muscle scar whereas Janeina has a single elongate- 
ovate or almond-shaped anterior muscle scar.
Genus .:SIEMERELLA Artusy, n. gen.
Type species: Siemerella hazelwoodi Artusy, n. sp.
Diagnosis.- A genus of doubtful taxonomic position with the 
following external characteristics: the carapace is very small and bul­
bous, subquadrate to subovate with obliquely rounded anterior end. The 
posterior end is widely inflated and upturned with an obtuse angle 
postero-ventrally. Left valve almost unnoticeably overlaps the right 
valve. The carapace is sagittate in dorsal view. The surface is smooth 
except for a few perforations arranged in curvilinear rows around the 
two prominent knob-like carapace swellings.
But a few complete carapaces of this rare species are avail­
able. Wo valves have been successfully disarticulated. The internal 
details reported represent observations on but a single left valve.
Known range:- Stone City beds.,. M id d le  Eocene to (?).
Etymology.- =Wamed in honor of Brother William J. Siemer, S.M., 
Chairman, Department of Geology, St. Mary's University, San Antonio,
Texas.
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Remarks.- Although similar in general outline to many repre­
sentatives of the Family Cytheridae, it most closely resembles a single 
member of the Trachyleberidinae, Actinocythereis elrnana Stadnichenko.
It differs from this genus by its small size, its extreme bulbousness, 
and by the curvilinear rows of perforations surrounding subcentral and 
posterior dorsal swollen area. By the very strongly developed horseshoe­
shaped tooth in the anterior of the right valve hinge, Siemerella differs 
from most other genera of a similar size and shape.
SIEMERELLA. HAZELWOODI Artusy, n. sp.
Plate VII, Figs. 3a-c.
Description.- Carapace subquadrate in side view, tumid. Sur­
face smooth with occasional pits. Greatest height at anterior cardinal 
angle. Greatest length along horizontal mid-line. Dorsal and ventral 
margins moderately concave, subparallel, showing no observable posterior 
convergence. Anterior end broadly and obliquely rounded, produced 
around the high antero-cardinal angle in left valve. Posterior end 
lower, tapering to a very blunt postero-ventral angle. From the anterior 
cardinal angle, a low, thickened tubular rim plunges ventrally, encir­
cles the anterior end and terminates at the antero-ventral angle. Just 
within this marginal outer rim lies a well-incised furrow. Shell wall 
has a very large, mammillated boss or knob above the point of central 
muscle attachment. An additional but smaller knob-like swelling is 
present directly beneath the postero-cardinal angle. Antjacent to and 
directly above the prominent subcentral mammillated knob occurs the
initial end of a large, inflated tubular ridge. Arching convexly toward 
the anterior, the ridge bends around the knob, turns ventrally through 
approximately 170° and reverses its direction. Thereafter it extends 
posteriorly, parallels the ventral margin and terminates at the hori­
zontal mid-line just below the small posterior swelling which lies be­
neath the postero-cardinal angle. Walls smooth, except where curvilinear 
rows of perforations surround and tend to delineate the two previously 
mentioned knobs. Valves well inflated, often overhanging and obscuring 
posterior half of ventral margin. Eye spot obscure. Carapace is sagit­
tate in dorsal view with apex at anterior; thickest at posterior ventral 
angle. The marginal area is narrow to moderately broad. Line of con­
crescence coincides with the inner margin. The hinge of the left valve 
consists of a straight median bar with a conical tooth at its anterior 
end. Antjacent to this tooth is a large socket. Postjacent to the ter­
minal end of the median bar and slanting obliquely downward is a shallow, 
narrow, elongate socket. Hinge in the right valve consists of a dor- 
sally opened horseshoe-shaped tooth which interlocks with the tooth of 
the left valve when the valves are articulated. In right valve the 
anterior tooth opens dorsally, postjacent to the anterior socket. Pos­
teriorly, horseshoe-shaped tooth diminishes in width, turns dorsally 
and connects with a thick bar which forms the ventral shelf of the inter­
terminal groove. A flat, broad based tooth develops at the posterior 
end of the interterminal groove. Approximately twenty-six closely 
spaced, straight, wavy or branching anterior radial pore canals are 
present in the anterior marginal area. Approximately half as many radial 
pore canals are situated along the postero-marginal area.
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Dimensions.- Holotype HVH no. 5505, a complete carapace: 
length, 0.528 mm.; height, 0.285 mm.; width, 0.257 mm. Type specimen 
from Stone City bed U.
Remarks.- This small, rather bulbous form rarely occurs. It 
is very distinct and impossible to confuse with any other ostracodes 
observed in the Claiborne.
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numbers refer to the Henry V. Howe Type Collection 
at Louisiana State University
Digmocythere howei Artusy, n. sp. Fig. la, 
left valve of complete male carapace, holo- 
type, HVH no 5476, Stone City bed X; Fig. lb, 
anterior end view of same specimen; Fig. lc, 
dorsal view of same specimen; Fig. 2, right 
valve of male carapace, para type, HVH no. 5477, 
Stone City bed W.
Cytherelloidea israelskyi Artusy, n. sp. Fig. 3a 
right valve of complete male carapace, holotype 
HVH no. 5471, Stone City bed W; Fig. 3b, left 
valve of same specimen; Fig. 3c, dorsal view of 
same specimen; Fig. 3d, anterior end view of 
same specimen.
Bairdoppilata eicheri Artusy, n. sp. Fig. 4a, 
left valve of complete carapace, holotype, HVH 
no. 5455, Stone City bed S; Fig. 4b, right 
valve of same specimen; Fig. 4c, anterior end 











Accession numbers refer to the Henry V. Howe Type Collection 
at Louisiana State University
Fi gures
1 Limnocythere sp. A. Fig. 1, left valve carapace,
hypotype, HVH no. 5500, Stone City bed D.
2a-c Clithrocytheridea paulsoni Artusy, n, sp. Fig.
2a, right valve of complete male carapace,
holotype, HVH no. 5467, Stone City bed H; Fig. 
2b, anterior end view of same specimen; Fig.
2c, dorsal view of same specimen.
3a-c Clithrocytheridea marianosi Artusy, n. sp. Fig.
3a, right valve of complete female carapace,
holotype, HVH no. 5465, Stone City bed W; Fig. 
3b, anterior end view of same specimen; Fig.
3c, dorsal view of same specimen.
4a-c Clithrocytheridea bullardi Artusy, n. sp. Fig.
4a, right valve of complete male carapace,
holotype, HVH no. 5462, Stone City bed W; Fig.
4b, dorsal view of same specimen; Fig. 4c,
anterior end view of same specimen.
5 Cli.throcytheridea cf. semipunctulata Artusy, n.
sp. Fig. 5, left valve of female carapace,
hypotype, HVH no. 5469, Stone City bed W.
6 Clithrocytheridea semipunctulata Artusy, n. sp. 
Fig. 6, right valve of male carapace, holo­
















numbers refer to the Henry V. Howe Type Collection 
at Louisiana State University
Hermanites (?) inornata Artusy, n. sp. Fig. la, 
left valve of complete carapace, holotype,
HVH no. 5493, Stone City bed W; Fig. lb, 
dorsal view of same specimen; Fig. lc, ante­
rior end view of same specimen.
Leguminocythereis (?) brevicula Artusy, n. sp. 
Fig. 2a, right valve of complete female cara­
pace, holotype, HVH no. 5497, Stone City bed W; 
Fig. 2b, dorsal view of same specimen;
Fig. 2c, anterior end view of same specimen.
Haplocytheri dea ti ej ei Artusy, n. sp. Fig. 3a, 
left valve of complete female carapace, holo­
type, HVH no. 5484, Stone City bed W; Fig. 3b, 
right valve of same specimen; Fig. 3c, dorsal 
view of same specimen; Fig. 3d, anterior end 
view of same specimen.
Buntonia sp. A. Fig. 4a, right valve of complete 
male carapace, hypotype, HVH no. 5460, Stone 
City bed D; Fig. 4b, dorsal view of same speci­
men; Fig. 4c, anterior end view of same speci­
men .





Accession numb.ers refer to the Henry V. Howe Type Collection
at Louisiana State University
Figures
la-d, 2 Henryhowella (?) lillardi Artusy, n. sp. Fig. la, 
left valve of complete male carapace, holotype, 
HVH no. 5488, Stone City bed D; Fig. lb, dorsal 
view of same specimen; Fig. lc, anterior end
view of same specimen; Fig. Id, ventral view of
same specimen; Fig. 2, right valve of male cara­
pace, paratype, HVH no. 5489, Stone City bed S.
3a-d Actinocythereis elmana (Stadnichenko). Fig. 3a,
left valve of complete male carapace, hypotype,. 
HVH no. 5443, Stone City bed S; Fig. 3b, ventral 
view of same specimen; Fig. 3c, anterior end
view of same specimen; Fig. 3d, dorsal view of
same specimen.
4 Henryhowella (?) cousmineri Artusy, n. sp. Fig. 4,
left valve of complete female carapace, holotype, 
HVH no. 5486, Stone City bed D.
5 Cythermomorpha (?) sp. Fig. 5, right valve of
carapace, hypotype, HVH no. 5474, Stone City 
bed H.
6 Cytheromorpha (?) sp. A. Fig. 6, left vale of male 





Accession numbers refer to the Henry V. Howe. Type Collection
at Louisiana State University
Figures
la-c, 2 Actinocythereis impolita Artusy, n. sp.
Fig. la, left valve of complete male cara­
pace, holotype, HVH no. 5447, Stone City 
bed S; fig. lb, dorsal view of same speci­
men; Fig. lc, anterior end view of same 
specimen; Fig. 2, right valve of male cara­
pace, paratype, HVH no. 5448, Stone City 
bed D . ■
3a-c Actinocythereis elmana (Stadnichenko).
Fig. 3a, left valve of complete female 
carapace, hypotype, HVH no. 5444, Stone 
City bed S; Fig. 3b, dorsal view of same 
specimen; Fig. 3c, anterior end view of 
same specimen.
4a-c, 5 Actinocythereis flagellaspinosa Artusy, n. sp.
Fig. 4a, right valve of complete male cara­
pace, holotype, HVH no. 5445, Stone City bed W 
Fig. 4b, anterior end view of same specimen; 
Fig. 4c, dorsal view of same specimen;
Fig. 5, left valve of female carapace, para­




Magnification X .  70.
Accession numbers refer to the Henry V. Howe Type Collection
at Louisiana State University
Figures
la-c Henryhowella (?) stonecityensis Artusy, n. sp.
Fig. la, left valve of complete male carapace, 
holotype, HVH no. 5491, Stone City bed P;
Fig. lb, dorsal view of same specimen;
Fig. lc, anterior end view of same specimen.
2a-c Trachyleberis fragosa Artusy, n. sp. Fig. 2a,
right valve of complete male carapace, holo­
type, HVH no. 5507, Stone City bed W;
Fig. 2b, dorsal view of same specimen;
Fig. 2c, anterior end view of same specimen.
3a -c Henryhowella (?) washburni (Stephenson).
Fig. 3a, left valve of complete female cara­
pace, hypotype, HVH no. 5492, Stone City 
bed W; Fig. 3b, dorsal view of same specimen; 
Fig. 3c, anterior , end view of same specimen.
4 Henryhowella (?) cousmineri Artusy, n. sp,
Fig. 4, left valve of female carapace, 










Accession numbers refer to the Henry V. Howe Type Collection
at Louisiana State University
Figures
la-c Actinocythereis robusta Artusy, n. sp. Fig. lay
left valve of complete female carapace, holo­
type, HVH no. 5451, Stone City bed S; Fig. lb,
dorsal view of same specimen; Fig. lc, anterior 
end view of same specimen.
2a-c Actinocythereis matthewsj Artusy, n. sp.
Fig. 2a, right valve of complete male carapace, 
holotype, HVH no. 5449, Stone City bed X;
Fig. 2b, dorsal view of same specimen;
Fig. 2c, anterior end view of same specimen.
3a -c Si emer.ella haz elwoo di Artusy, n. sp. Fig. 3a,
left valve of complete female carapace, holo­
type, HVH no. 5505, Stone City bed U;
Fig. : 3b, anterior end view of same specimen; 
Fig. 3c, dorsal view of same specimen.
4, 5 Trachyleberi s sagi ttula Artusy, n. sp. Fig. 4,
left valve of male carapace, paratype,
HVH no. 5510, Stone City bed D; Fig. 5, 
right valve of male carapace, holotype,












Accession numbers refer to the Henry V. Howe Type Collection
at Louisiana State University
Figures
la-d, 2 Janeina evergreenica (Stadnichenko ) n . gen .
Fig. la, left valve of complete carapace, 
neotype, HVH no. 5494, thirty-four feet 
below bridge at Stone City; Fig. lb, right 
valve of same specimen; Fig lc, dorsal view 
of same specimen; Fig. Id, anterior end 
view of same specimen; Fig. 2, right valve of 
carapace, para type, HVH no. 5495, Stone City 
bed V.
3 Quadracythere (?) bursilloides (Stadnichenko).
Fig. 3, right valve of female carapace, . 
homeotype, HVH no. 5503, Stone City bed W.
4 Qua dracy there (?) leea na (.5 ta dni chenko ).
Fig. 4, right valve of female carapace, 
homeotype, HVH no. 5504, Cook Kt., Wheeiock 
Member, four feet above Stenzel bed AA.
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